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Storm in Northwestern New York It Tells Story of the Cliff Dwellwhen of that class
ers and Their Prehistoric
Was The Severest Since
tin-rin being'
$17S.00U,
Homes.
That of 1881.
which were vali-- i
the dated and which were not, if any were!
m ittee on territories to
c
land clause in the statehood bill to! validated at all by the act of Con
The Puye room, the first of the
A raging blizzard, drifting snow and
Paris, Feb. 12. The French
Special to the New Mexican.
steamer
General Chanzy, relieve this county and Grant county gress. On this subject the supreme - rain and sleet are scourging the east- - Pajarito rooms, iti the Old Palace, is
Washington, Feb. 12 The papers
the United States say: "Manf
now open to the iMiblic. The mere
on the candidates for the collector-shi- p which went to pieces on a reef near of that bond indebtedness that has ;c,lr'-osuch defenses should have ern and southern gtates today. Pitts- trestiy
for
cloud
many
like
a
over
on
Minorca
them
the
island
of
announcement
Wednesday hung
of customs at El Paso, Texas,
hardly carries to the
been set up in the original actions.
snow
are
car156
ears.
the
of
loss
with
floundering
through
burgers
of
House
from
lives,
mind
the
White
the importance of
reader
the
night
to
have gone
jj
This was decided last night at an!a"l are now precluded by the judg- seventeen inches deep to reach their the news. But in attractiveness to
th treasury department. They rec ried three American passengers, Miss
- ments therein rendered."
the tourist visitor. Santa Fe has nothommend the reappointment of A. L. Elsie Henry, address unknown; Leon enthusiastic meeting of the amalgaIt is to be remembered that the ac- - mills and offices, while railroad and ing to compare with it, although it
of
Board
Fe
Derinda
and
in
Derinda's
of
the
Santa
part- niated forces
possibly
Sharpe, of Zl Paso, the present
lines in that section of PennThe other candidates are ner, a man named Green, who is said Trade and the Santa Fe Commercial tions which went to the said supreme trolley
cumbent.
boasts of many attractions that are
cases
of
were
court
mandamus
are badly blocked. From all superior to the things found elseto
rooms.
come
from
San
Francisco
have
Club's
Commercial
sylvauia
in
B.
of
the
General J.
Chamberino,
Viljoen
orjciub
Dona Ana county, and W. W. Cox of Portland, Oregon. They were mem- - At this meeting, a committee of three brought to compel a levy to pay the sections of westera Pennsylvania, where. In the first place, the Puye
.
.
on lirominent Santa Fe citizens was ap-- a judgments which were rendered in
bers of a vaudeville combination
is the first unit of the New
Organ, in the same county.
lrS'ia and Ohio come reports room,
1900 and from which no appeal was Nest
d
the
colonies.
wreck
tour
of
The
to
immediately
to
Mexico Museum, which will in time
Given
Raises.
go
pointed
blocked
snow
Forest Ranners
traffic
and
of
suspended
while the vessel was run-- , ington to intercedeHth Senator Bev-nin- g sued out, and it is those actions which
NotwithFeb. 12.
The storm in that section become world famous. It is the result
Washington,
a terrible storm. The eri(!ge and the other members of the are called the 'original' ones. There highwaysbefore
of
sti11
discontinuance
is
pay
&nZthe
Foilr incnes of snow of the founding of the School of Amer'
finding
struck a reef with great force, committee on territories and try to are recently instituted other suits on
ment by the government of expenses ship
in
MI
Philadelphia during the night-issue- s. ican Archaeology and the splendid
some of the coupons of the invalid
went to pieces almost
immediately gave
a mimon dol
FJ
county
involved in the collegiate education ana
il
turned to rain with resulting work it has inaugurated in this old
Thpn
reThe defenses aforesaid,
oniy one person was saved. m-- , lars.
of the forest rangers sixty students
that can be imagined. city, the full importance of which the
conditions
to
ferred
the
of
court
the
by
supreme
on
vessels
storm
j
coming
report the
hrve continued their courses at their the Mediterranean uie worst in their! The committee appointed consists United States should be made in those Four inches of snow also fell in New people of this town have not begun to
L. Bradford
loGovernor
of forme
own expense, it was said at the foresjnew cases. This will probably be the York City, and "Big Bill" Edwards, appreciate or realize. Then it is
experience. News of other wrecks ar-- !
Associate Justice of the last
in
fomer
cated
most
in
the
historic
Prince,
now
building
Princeton
former
the
to
try bureau today.
guard,
raise the question.
rived at Marseilles
opportunity
The
today.
Suprem Court of New Mexico Na- They should not be allowed to go by street commissioner of the metropolis, the United States. Best of all, it is a
About 200 were attending the
k. Laughlin and the well default as was the case in respect was getting ready his shovel and gem artistically. Carl Lotav, the artschools when the order to discontinue wrecked near where
the General poleon
known
business man, Levi A. Hughes. to the judgments of 1900, for it is dump wagon brigade for another as- - ist, has created there a memorial
government payments, which involves Chanzy went to pieces. The fate of
of $500 will be raised to de- plain now that if successive appeals sault on the snow blockade, when the that will give him fame. He has sucsum
The
the loss of salary was made.
the crew is unknown.
the
schools
expenses of this "expedition" had been taken as far as ihe supreme storm ceased. Two fishing vessels ceeded beyond the fondest hopes of
fray
All rangers who were at the
Sole Survivor is Demented.
of that sum was donated by court of the Unite ! States the said were victims of the storm's fury, both Director Edgar L. Hewett in transferand
when the order went into effect have
12.
Island
Feb.
Palma,
Majorca,
of the two organiaztions bonds would have been held invalid being blown ashore at Sandy Hook ring to canvas the very atmosphere
the
members
been given salary increases of $100
Bodies are floating ashore today from last night.
as they were held invalid in the and only desperate work by the life that makes the cliff dwellings in the
proof
agriculture
hy the secretary
the wreck of the steamer- General. The committee of three will probab cases of the Arizona bonds, "Pima
vided that they had not received an
savers prevented the loss of the crews Pajarito park, just west of Santa Fe,
(Jhansey. Marcel Rodel, an Algerian ly leave tonight and on arriving in countj bonds"
Congress, it of ,oth little vessels. The storm in a thing apart from everything else in
increase on January 1 when an
customs official, and the only survivor,
Washington will work as hard as they is true validated or attempted to northwestern New York is severest the world. The man who will gaze
in salary was given to many. is still unable
to give an ac- can before Friday when the statehood validate the bonds in question.
today
But since 1SS1. "Sunny Tennessee ' be- upon thosa paintings and not be posto
will
enable many
The increase
count of the disaster. When the ves bill is to be
reported to the Senate by the act is obscure. The decision of lies its name. There is ten inches sessed with a longing to visit the
"bear the collegiate expenses without
sel went down he clung to a piece of the committee on territories.
the court of last resort, in the cases of snow in the
material loss.
vicinity of Nashville Pajarito plateau has something lackwreckage and was washed ashore.
our ground
makes
decided,
recently
called
was
his case is hopeit.
last
The
is
still
night
and
meeting
falling. The snowfall in ing in his make-uWhen tossed on the rocks he was
A. Massie, who pre- even more precarious, but "nothiim middle and western Tennessee varies less.
J.
Dr.
to
order
by
PROBING INTO SWOPE
rendered insensible. W'hen finally re
at his left sat Dr. John P. risked, nothing gained," and the inti in depth from four to ten inches.
As a frieze around the four walls of
MURDER MYSTERY.
ived, he wandered aimlessly alon; sided, and
of the mation of the court in the opinion
the
the
acting
president
Wagner,
room, is a panorama of the Puye
Frost
Florida
Bitten.
is
the shore, finally stumbling ino the
chair in the quoted from is that the defense sugcliff. The mountains that tower in all
Special Grand Jury Composed of village of Ciudad Ela almost dement Board of Trade. Every
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Feb.
would have been effective is
News reach
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hall was taken and bankers, real es gested
mesa at the
ed.
Bankers, Merchants and Farmed here late last night of a terrific hur- - directions, the peaceful
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:
t
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of
stores
owners
tate
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ers Has Been Selected.
tav"
ricane in the middle section of the
At
physicians and healthseekers was the conclusion of his address, he state. A small village three miles and communal ruins, partly excavated,
warmly applauded.
were attentive listeners to the adare reproduced faithfully and yet,
Kansas City, Feb. 12. A new
north of Lakeland was almost
; Governor
dresses 'delivered on ther'rjuesUon of
in the Swope case began today
Speaks.
there is a slamour of poetry over it
was
from
blown
its
ed.
The
.statioa
Hon. George Cinry, governor of
Santa Fe County's Bond Indebtedness.'
all, that only an artist can conceive
wh,en the grand . jury began what
then arose and said that foundations, telephone and telegraph and put on canvas. There are the
promises to foe a more thorough inMr. Renehan's Address.
were
blown
down
and
wires
crops
he had
returned from Washingvestigation of the now complicated
plays of shade and light, the wonderAttorney A. B. Renehan was the ton and just
badly damaged.
wished
case. The jury is as representative
an
to
correct
impresful sunshine, the atmospheric effects
devolved
e
upon
it
and
first
stawere
in
Twenty-fivthe
speaker
persons
sion that Mr. Renehan seemed. to have
a body of men as ever was summononly met in these rae altitudes. In
in regard to President Taft. "It has tion when it was blown from its foun- the corners of the room are
ed in Kansas City. Four members
vignettes
were
painfully
are Kansas City businessmen and the President Taft Will Take a
been rumored that the President is dations and a number
that are gems of scenery and art. The
is
for
felt
the
injured.
Apprehension
and
others are bankers, merchants
committed to the Beveridge bill," conShot at Those Who Profess
coun- paintings are set deep into the wall
'
farmers. Two members were chosen
tinued the governor, "but after having safety of Galloway and Kathleen
.
iff
giving them additional prespective.
off.
communication
bein
cut
Colonel
ties,
from Independence, Missouri,
to Speak for Him
talked with him and others in Wash
The lighting is such as to enhance the
iSwope's home. Every detail of the
ington who know the President's at- effect of realism. Deeply set into the
and
of
James
death of Colonel Swope
titude in the rhatter, I have no hesi-- FOURTEEN MILLION DOLLAR
wall are glass cases containing relics
Moss Huston, cousin of the dead mil HIS
LEGISLATIVE
PROBRAH
COMPANY
FAILS. taken from the very ruins depicted in
tancy in asserting that President Taft
a
of
and
Christman Swope,
lionaire
is committed only to that part of the
the paintings. Selections have been
nephew as well as the illness of nine
bill which gives Congress the oppor- Central Foundry in New York
made from thousands of pieces taken
members of the Swope household who Attitude of the Administration
Hands of a Receiver Liato review the bill. I certainly
tunity
out of the ruins and only the best and
fever,
were stricken with typhoid
'
V.
believe we still have a good chance
bilities $4,500,000.
(l ,
most artistic are displayed. OverToward Financial Interests
will be gone into.
to get that land clause which was cut
crowding has been avoided so as to
Defined.
New York, Feb. 12. The Central lead the visitor to
out of the bill by substituting the
study each piece
NOTORIOUS ALGERIAN
Beveridge bill, if we get busy imme- Foundry Company, capitalized at
and
thus
minutely
gain a far better
Feb. 12 President
BANDIT IS POISONED
which manufactures cast iron idea than he would be
Washington,
diately. (Applause.)
glancing over a
believe that if the citizens nf soil pipes and fittings, went into the
Tangier, Feb. 12. It was reported Taft left here at eight this morning
of
amount
The
material.
large
meet
here that Raisuli, governor of Ebala for New York where he will
Santa Fe quickly get together and hands of a receiver today. The credit- "vegas" or rafters of the room are
send a man down there to go before ors allege that the liabilities are $4,- beautifully carved and stained. The
province and former Moorish bandit Governor Hughes, Lloyd C. Griscom,
chief, is dead as the result of pois Timothy Woodruff and other Republi
this committee on territories and pre- 500,000.
massive doorways into the room are
can leaders at an important conferoning.
sent our claims that something can
notable as they convey the idea of
a
make
will
ence this afternoon and
be done.
Egyptian massiveness. The decoraat
club
before
the
Republican
speech
"I will gladly give any letters cf intion of the room was paid for by Hon.
the Lincoln day banquet tonight.
troduction that may be of service and
Frank Springer of Las Vegas. To
W
The President's speech tonight may
I am sure this is an opportunity for
sum up, the work has been beautifully
to
is
He
expected
stir something up.
action that ought not to be neglected."
and exquisitely done and Santa Fe has
talk very explicitly regarding his legGovernor
Talk.
Prince's
here a place to which it will be proud
rtlhis
and
position
HAW islative programrumors
A. B. RENEHAN,
to take every visitor.
that have gone
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of Santa called
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adof
attitudeto
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indebtedthe
to
abroad
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Artist Lotav is now working on the
talk
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Fe Last Night on the County
ness of the county. He began by say- Black Hand Takes Terrible paintings for the Rito de los Frijoles
ministration toward financial inter
"
Bond Debt.
Standard Oil Interests Would ests.
room and they surpass even those of
';
ing that the speakers who had gone
Revenge on Wealthy
New
before him seemed to wish to proceed
York's
the Puye room. One scene in particfor
Timber
Measuring
Control Bank if
Manufacturer
two
in
to
of
this
different
rid
ways
Governorship.
ular, of the cliffs bv moonlight, is a
get
inEstablished
12. While
the him to explain the history of this
burden on the county. "Mr. Renehan,"
New York, Feb.
symphony in green . There are picand
He spoke at length
he said, "would get the desired end
tures of restorations of the communal
gubernatorial timber is to be meas- debtedness.
made in the
ured at this afternoon conference it told of the arguments United States through action in the courts; Gover- IKLLED ON HIS DOOR STEP dwellings as well as of primeval
THE SCHEME IS
nor Curry through the Senate. I for
is likely that no candidate will be lower courts and In the
nature. All of the paintinss were
one believe that the question raised by
selected until the return of Mr. Roose- supreme court.
on
the
from
made
sketches
velt from his African hunting trip
The Beveridge statehood bill omits Governor Curry is a pressing one and Two Men Suspected of Heinous spot by Mr. Lotav himself. After
No Group of Men Should Ee for the Republican organization looks all provision for the redemption of I think he has stated a plain fact
the Rito de los Frijoles room is comDeed Are Now Under Arrest
largely to the former President to the debt of Santa Fe county, by a in declaring that with the committee
Given Power to Control
pleted, the work of decorating the hisin Windy City.
aid in the coming election. Reports grant of land, or otherwise, but still in the Senate is the place for begintoric
reception room is to be taken up
of
Credit
Nation.
have it that President Taft favors the hope exists that in committee the ning our action. Gentlemen, it Is .praci as well as of the main entrance.
In
Frederick C. Stevens, now head of the bill may be so amended as to supply tically impossible
Chicago, Feb. 12. Revenge is now- the reception room, is to be placed a
to make any
Philadelphia Feb. 12. "I do not state canal system, for governor, but iho omission. This hone is not a changes in a bill like this once it has believed to have ueen the motive of huge painting depicting the meeting
think there can be any, doubt in the this is not generally credited for the verv definite one. Every step should gotten onto the floor of the United the murder of Charles Wiltshire, a of General
Kearney, Colonel Doniphan'
mind of any one who studies the reason, local politicians said today, ho taken to secure the nayment of States Senate when we have a terri- wealthy glove manufacturer, who was and other American officers with the
be
would
a
these debts but meanwhile it
question in the light of admitted con that the President, while taking
tory to deal with, being without sena- found dead last night at the door Spanish dignitaries. Portraits of the
ditions, that if a central bank is es leading interest in New York's politic- gross carelessness to let the pending tors to speak for us. And I would re- of his factory with thirty-seve- n
thirteen men who met there in 184G
tablished in this country it will be al affairs, would hardly name a man suits upon overdue coupons go to mind
stiletto wounds in his body. About a have been
no
we
are
that
you
living
obtained, and the painting
longer
owned, or at least controlled by the to run.
judgment by default, even if there is in the days with Mr. Quay of Pennsyl- month ago Wiltshire caused the ar- will be true to life. The figures will
any
of
forlorn
defeating
rest of two Italians for having sold
hope
Standard Oil Company," said Leslie
only a
our causes. Mr.
be life size and the setting and
vania, to
M. Shaw, former secretary of the TRAINS COLLIDE IN
him stolen property.
One was sentpart of the bondholders claims. The Quay madechampion
for
to
business
his
will be correctly historic. In
it
fight
FOG.
be
should
There
taken.
a
CALIFORNIA
of
chance
at
the
enced to the house of correction, the
meeting
fighting
treasury today
New
were
Mexico
the
as
he
entrance
the
hall, the friezes are to
though
is some chance left.
other was dismissed. The police bePennsylvania Bankers' Association in
senator
from
Mexico.
New
In the history
three
(Applause.)
stages
depict
now
this city. His topic was: "The Cen More Than Score of Persons Injured
lieve that the freed man, who is
In the case recently decided in the
"Now we have a committee on terri- in
of the city. The first is to be a view
on Long Trestle Between Berketral bank," "There are two diseases
murder.
United
the
The
the
of
States
court
custody,
planned
supreme
on Fort
tories composed of fair men and Con- belief is substantiated
ley and Oakland.
prevalent in this country, either of
by the identi- of the prehistoric villages
Santa Fe county lost as the result of
has put the burden on these two fication of the stiletto sheath found Marcy and where San Miguel's church
which is liable to prove fatal," he Oakland,
Calif., Feb. 12. More negligence in the past. The defense gress
continued. "One is Wall street mania than a score of persons were injured particularly relied on- in those cases counties and I thing a potent argu- near the body as the property of the is now located; the second is to depict
and the other Wall street fobia. 'I do today, one fatally, as the result of a was "that the act of validation is in- ment can be made that Congress brother of the suspect.
Two men are the entry of DeVargas into the reconnot think I have been badly Inocu collision between the Oakland and definite and uncertain; and not cap should take it off. (Prolonged ap- under arrest, Lorenzo Barretelli and quered city. The third will give a
lated with either, but am frank to Berkeley trains on a lone trestle of able of enforcement because the plause.)
Frank Ebbele. The sheath was iden- modern view of the city.
No Lawyer Knows it All.
tified as belonging to the latter's
the Key Route line. The collision honds in question are described as
say it seems to me quiet
Hon. Napoleon
to place within any group of men the was due to a thick fog. The Berkeley being those issued under 'the funding
B. Laughlin was brother, Chris Ebbele, who is believed
Given $2,500 Damages E. J. Hunt0
er of San Marcial, has been paid
power to contract or expand our cur train smashed Into the rear end of act,' when there were at least ten then called upon to address the meet- to be in Milwaukee.
rency at will and to grant or withhold the Oakland train 'standing at the different funding acts, because the ing. He reviewed the election which
in settlement of a damage suit he
Christopher Ebbele who was arcredit to any bank, to any merchant second fog station, midway on the bonds attempted to be validated In
rested here during the morning de- brought against the Santa Fe system
and to any corporation at pleasure." trestle.
one instance are described as being
(Continued on Page Three.)
nied all knowledge of the murder. for injuries received.
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Pansy

that must be obeyed
sing of a dear little maid;
A mirthfully serious,
Sober, delirious,
Gently imperious
Maid.

On order

Four

I

AIsoVAFIFTY FRESH YAST
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

i

Then, having a moment to spare,
We turn our attention to hair;
Her tendrilly-curlaUve- ,

Denver,

outheast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

Super-superlativ-

Forbear to dismiss with a shrug
Her nose, undeniably pug;
Her strictly permissible,

No. 40

Colo.,

Feb.

12.

forecast lor Xew
Mexico: Fair weather tonight
with stationary
and Sunday
temperature.

Weather

Tumbly-and-whiralti-

The Man who buys them gets what he is
entitled to. ALL WOOL CLOTH excellent trimming and the handiwork of
the most skilled tailors that good wages
will secure.
j

We make them

$i
X

Man",
Notice The
"Gingerbread
until
held
will
be
nine;
performance
7 o'clock tonight, as the players will
Urgently kissable,
not arrive until 6:30 p. m.
Pug.
Below FreezingThe temperature
this
morining at 6 o'clock was 25
Xow, moving a point to the south,
but the sun warmed things up
We come to an Actual Mouth;
before noon. Yesterday the maximum
A coral, pearliferous,
temperature was 37 and the minimum
Argumentiferous,
relative
J 4
The average
degrees.
Mainly melliferous
was 37 per cent. The lowhumidity
Mouth.
est temperature last night was 22 debtees. Af year ago today the maxiObserve, underneath it, a chin,
mum was 50 and the minimum 30 deConnoting the dimple within;
gree with 60 per cent of sunshine.
A steady, reliable,
Notice to Company E All members
Hardly deniable,
of
Company E, Xew Mexico Xational
undeniable
True,
finarA
rn horohv ordered to renort
Chin.
at the armory hall Sunday afternoon
at 1 o'clock in olive drab uniform tor
By all that is fair! it appears
the rmrnose of escorting the remains
We'd almost forgotten her ears!
of Esterino XapoleonL late member of
Those never neglectable,
said company. By order of A. P. Hill,
Tinted, delectable.
company commander.
Highly respectable,
Ears.
Off for Guatemala Director Hewett
Professor Morley and Jessy H. Xus-bauAnd last let us speak of herself,
composing the archaeological
That blithe little gipsy and elf,
expedition to Guatemala will start
The
Her quite unignorable,
from here tomorrow night.
Absence-deplorablscientists have been busy getting
Wholly adorable,
ready and now they are fairly well
Mr. Xusbaum who goes
Self.
Life.
equipped.
as the official photographer will take
tor
some
cameras
him
Wedding at Maxwell City Alfredo with
Valdez and Miss Mary Gonzales were which he will ask the Maya ruins "to
married at Maxwell City, Colfax coun- look pleasant." Two weeks will be
required for the trip to Guatemala
ty, this week.
New Hotel for Cimarron Edward city where Director Hewett and his
and Jesse Melton of Oklahoma, .will associates will procure the necessary
erect a twenty room, modern hotel at concessions from the Guatemalan
government to make the explorations
Cimarron, Colfax county.
Torrance County Man Lodged in desired. While in Guatemala city the
Insane Asylum Sheriff Julius Meyers members of the expedition will doubtof Estancia, yesterday lodged Pedro less nrocure necessary netting and
Hurbina of Torreon, in the territorial other paraphernalia to protect them
asylum for the insane at Las Vegas. selves from the tropical hies ana
Death of Healthseeker George E, thereby ward off attacks of, fever.
Mish, a healthseeker, died at Las Ve
"The Gingerbread Man" "The Gingas on Thursday afternoon. He was gerbread Man" entailed an enormous
24 years of age and came from Hartamount of money, for its original proford City, Indiana. He is survived by duction and the resources of a man
his wife.
whose rating was high were taxed
when the piece was first put on.
Frederick G. Ranken wrote the book
and A. Baldwin Sloane the music, and
an elaborate cast was engaged for its
production, and while the piece had a
checkered career during rehearsals
First Presbyterian.
the
stamp of success was placed upon
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m. Chris
tian Endeavor at 4 p. m. Preaching it when it was produced and it has
at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p, m., by Rev. X had successful presentation ever
since. The
has unusual charm
B. Kellogg.
Prayer meeting Wednes and a prettypiece
clever dialogue, i
story,
day evening at 7:i p. m. Everybody
and laughable
scenery,
picturesque
welcome.
comedy to recommend it; therefore
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
Don Gaspar Ave. C. F. Lucas pas- it succeeded, and as it came at a time
tor. Residence 422 Galisteo street, when there was a great deal of trash
in the line of musical comphone black 179. Sunday school 9:45 produced
a. m. Preaching 11 a. m. Theme: edy it left a pleasant taste in the
"Where the Church is Being Tested." mouth of those who had a desire for
Senior League 6:45 p. m. Preaching something better and who preferred
7:30 p. m. Theme: "God's Promise genuine comic opera to a style of ento Godly Young People." Prayer tertainment that had very little to
recommend it. Thus the Gingerbread
7:30.
meeting Wednesday
evening
Man
has found an abiding place in the
Ladies Aid Society, Friday 2:30 p. in.
affections of amusement seekers in
with Mrs. Lucas, 422 Galisteo st.
every community that it has visited.
Lincoln Services at Las Vegas
There is more Catarrh in this section of the country than all other dis- Rev. Edgar C. Anderson, formerly of
eases put together, and until the last Santa Fe, will tomorrow in the Methfew years was supposed to be incur- odist Episcopal church at Las Vegas,
services
able. For a great many years doctors conduct Lincoln memorial
which will be attended by the Grand
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by con- Army of the Republic.
stantly failing to cure with local treatTO CURE A C9lD IN ONE DAY
ment,
it
incurable.
pronounced
Science has proven catarrh to be a Take D XATIVK BROMO Quinine Tablets
Druggists refund money if it fails to cure
constitutional disease and therefore W
E. GROVE'S
signature is on each

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

AP

8'

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
MANUFACTURER

S. Spitz

JEWELER

TAXIDEKMIST, TANNER

FURRIER

&

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS

MOUNTED-Artisti-

c

Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Taxidermy
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
and

436 Canon Road
Phono Black

FRANK F GORMLEY

19

Merchandise

SANTA FE. N. M.

Undertaker and Embalmer

DI

J. D. MULLIGAN
TKTCD A T C Given Carefu
Personal Attention

DCn
RESIDENCE
NIGHT PHONE RtiiJ
PICTURE

FRAMING

TRY OUR

ISO
100

TASTEFULLY

OFFICE PPI)
PHONE

THE

AND

DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

lea
Also Good for Chickens

(lira

SOLE AGENTS

(I

Afaira

1

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

I

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and

requires constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

fail

C. YOIMTZ

DIAMONDS

WTCHES

MANUFACTURER OP

Right Price
Right Good.
Right Serviaa

Li 345

MEXICAN FILIftRFP
4 jWcLHT

Tested and
rw.d b, Up,o.
Jye

Date Methods

Cut Class, China and Silverware

San Franelsco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

f

I

i
gj

f

F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo. Ohio, is
the only constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure. Send for circulars and

testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHEXEY &
Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

CO.,

Box, 25c.

as you like them

NO FIT
NO PAY

ONLY THE BEST

FOR HALF A"CENTURY

PHONE 36

THE LEADING.
HOUSE

P. O. BOX 219

DRY GOODS

IN THE

CITY.

THE SAME OLD STORY
DEAR FRIENDS:

During the past week, we have had so
many of our Fr ier.ds coining1 to us with
the old story of a DULL RAZOR, and
the experience of so many of those

unpleasant shaves. We are glad to say
that we were able to send them away
from our Store pleased and happy.
HOW DID T7E DO THIS YOU ASK,
"Listen, We absolutely guarantee tc
any person in the City of Santa Fe, or
vicinity a MODERN COMBINATION
RAZOR STROP UPON TEN DAYS
TRIAL, that will sharpen any old Raaor
ihatycu may possess and can ce operated
by a small Boy. We will be pleased to
giveyou a demonstration of this Strop
anyt'meyou find it convenient to call,
and would be plpaspd to have you bring
your "OLD RAZOR" ana let us put an
tdge on it for you.

vv

I
I

Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.
If It's Hardware

fe

LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY afc O. K Barber Shop
F O. BROWN Agent.
Phone No. 23 Red

Phone

Have It

No 14

LifpniiJi-muaMMiili-

Weed

WHOLESALE
Af D RETAIL

a!

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

I

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T.&S. F. Depot.

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

fimrm

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico."

i FRESH STOCK JUST
SALE FISCHER
I FOR
ONLY AT

RECEIVED

DRUG COMPANY

mm

j

GOOD CLOTHES PROBLEM

NO FIT
NO PAY

jl

1

j

Our old customers need no urging. To
those who have not worn our garments
we will say that a trial order will solve

de-gie- es

CALL

BROS. COMPANY

When We Make Clothes

X
X

Incorporated 1903.

SELIGIN

MINOR CITY TOPICS

Hair.

inter Grocery Co.

Established 1856.

e

And first we'll consider her eyes
(Alike as to color and size);
Her winkable, bliukable,
Merrily twinkable,
Simple unthinkable,
Eyes.

Bobolink

Trifle Sensitive

About the size of your shoes, it's some
satisfaction to know that many people can wear shoes a size smaller by
the antislinking Allen's Foot-Easthe
into
them.
Just
septic powder,
thing for Dancing Parties, Patent
Leather Shoes and for Breaking in
When rubbers or overNew Shoes.
shoes become necessary and
your
gives
shoes pinch. Allen's Foot-Easinstant relief. Sold Everywhere, 23c.
S.
Sample FREE. Address, Allen
Oiinstead, Le Roy, N. Y., Dont's accept
anv substitute.

THIS IS SHE.

Imperia!
Jersev Cream

a

12, 1910.

ASK FOR A

SAMPLE

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N.

M.

Does a general ABSTRACT;. REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business.

ifc9n

,oan on 9&nta Fe Real Estate
nrtft Oft t0
:
:
at low rate of interest

$.J,JW.J

I

THE VALUE OF MEDICINE IS

IN

ITS POTENCY

Unless a medicine is active it cannot very well perform the required service of relieving sickness The potency
and the action of a drug depend on its quality and freshness. Every drug entering a prescription must
possess these characteristics. Take every prescription direct to ZOOK'S PHARMACY whose dependability
is known to be equal to that of the doctor who treats you.
LOCATED IN CLAIRE HOTEL, WEST SIDE PLAZA.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

12,
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THROW OUT THE LINE.

COMMERCIAL BODIES SEND
"EXPEDITION" TO CAPITOL.

Give Them Help and Many Santa Fe
People Wilt Be Happier.

(Continued From Page One)

W. C. 1. 0. NOTES.

DOCTOR TOLD HER

f

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELl., NEW MEXICO.
Weit Point of th 6outhwet."
Armv Oftcers Ueuilea oy War Department
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

"
THE PRICE CF A LICENSE.
t JW
made the bond issue possible and told
TO
of the thousands of pages of matter What's the price of a license? How
much did you say?
he now has in his law office on the
v.
"A."
subject of these bonds. "I therefore Is the price for men's souls in the
?
a
ma
market
about
today?
to
it,"
know
something
Through Academic course, preparing young
ought
And Thus Cured a Scalp Disease
he added with a smile, "but I am A license to sell, to deform and denieD for college or (or business life. (reat
Like Scald Head
It had Lasted
stroy,
frank to tell you that I do not believe
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
inhairs
From
the
of
the
law."
to
all
the
gray
knows
Several
and
Months
age
Made Most
that any lawyer
of any Ml Utary School iu the UdIod. Located
nocent boy
(Prolonged laughter). I believe that
of the Sufferer's Hair Fall Out.
on
the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
How much did you say?
we are about closed out on this matle.
of the West at an e'evatlot of 3,700
pot
bonds
cannot
these
we
if
pay
Thomas M. Baca, Cerrillos street, ter, but
sea level, sunshine every day, but
feet
above
is
to pay? How compare TROUBLE
will have to go without the How much
SOON GONE
Santa Fe, X. M.. says: "My faith in they
snow during session.
or
rain
Ktie
with
gold,
your
(Laughter).
Doan's Kidney Pills is just as strong money.
AND NEVER RETURNED
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all gradu"I recall having had conversations A license to poison a crime oft retoday as when I publicly recommended on this bond subject with a number
told
ates from star dard eastern colleges. Ten
them in 1902. I was caused much suf- of
men in Washington in- Fix a price on the years and the manprominent
thoroughly furnNhed, heatdd, light
buildings,
"When I was ten or twelve voars old
fering by backache for three or four cluding Senator Beveridge and it does
hood of man;
had
ed
modern
and
a
lp all respects.
I
like
disease,
scalp
something
years and though I never laid off from seem to me that Mr. Beveridge once Take what is not yours to destroy if Fcakl head, though it wasn't that. I
E. A. Caboou, President; W
RKUENTS
Buffered for several months and most of
work, my back was so painful at times made the remark that as Congress
you can
G, hamlllod, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
my hair came out. Finally they had a
that it was all I could do to attend to had validated these bonds Congress
What's the price that you pay?
dictor to see mo and he recommended
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
Doan's
Kidney
I
was
what
doing.
theCuticura Kennedies. They cured me
ought to give some relief. Now a3
A
FlnUy
Pills, procured at Stripling. Burrows regards the members of this commit- How much for a license? How reckon in a few weeks. I have used theCuticura
Itemedies, also, for a breaking out on
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
& Co.'s drug store, entirely relieved tee on territories I believe that we can
the crimes,
was
hands
and
benefited a great
my
me and I had no return of the trouble always rely on Senator Hughes to Men are caused to commit when be- deal. I haven't had any more troublo
address.
of
with
disease.
Miss Jessie V.
the
that
end
At
the
sculp
I
at
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
times?
was a class mate of Senfor six months.
sotted
help us.
Buchanan, It. F. I). 3, Hamilton, Oa.,
time my work brought on another at- ator Hughes and I have known him 35 Take their character, reason, fore- Jan.
Superintendent.
7. l'JOO."
doom to the grave,
tack of backache. I at once took years. I believe that Senator BevDoan's Kidney Pills and they gave me eridge would listen to us if we could And give them your curses when pity
cries "save."
the desired relief. A medicine that get hold of him when he is not too
What a price you must pay.
lives ud to the claims made for it busy. Why Mr. Beveridge is worliing
Should Know Only Cuticura Soap-P- ure,
like Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves the all the time. He is so busy that it is
much
not
How
a
for
license?
to
ear.
Count
his
the
reach
endorsement."
always
possible
strongest
Sweet, Economical.
price of the home:
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 But I believe that Mr. Beveridge is !
Because cf its delicate, emollient,
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
sanative, antiseptic proicrties derived
Co., Buffalo, willing to listen to argument but any Of the tears that are shed in its anents. Foster-Milbur- n
t,
located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
lrom euticura
guish and gloom;
j
New York, sole agents for the United one going to Washington must be
has been throughly tested by the
united with tho
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
prepared to wait around until he can uount tne nappiness lost on the vote
States.
purest of cleansing
miraculous cures attested to in the
that you gave
ingredients and most of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa
Remember the name Doan's and get his ear.
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheuflower
of
refreshing
When you voted the license that
take no other.
They Want Facts.
and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Cuticura
Fe,
odors,
Soap
makes man a slave
''Now righi here, gentlemen, I
is unrivaled for pre- Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys,
Syphilitic
What a price was to pay.
purifying Grande Railroad, from which point a
iserving,
might say that if you go to WashScrofula,
and Mercurial
Affections,
the
and
beautifying
TIME TABLE ALL
have
ington you
got to do down there
hair and
line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comskin,
daily
scalp,
How
much
for
license?
a
Count the
hands of infants and The
LOCAL TRAINS armed with facts. That's what the
temperature of these waters i3 plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathchildren. In the preprice of her life,
Senators want. That is all right ttt
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
and
ventive
curative
Whom
children
called
your
Mother,
send one man down there but it is
treatment of tortur
carbonic. Altitude C.000 feet. Climate per month.
Leave Santa Fe it 9 a .m. to con- better to send two or
Stage meets Denver
whom you have called Wife,
men.
eczemas,
three
rashes, itching, very
ing,
disfiguring
entire
and
the
and
for Santa Fe train
waits
and
trains
delightful
dry
nect with No. 10 from the south
Who grieving, heart-brokeinflammations
and
faded
irritations,
dialings
"I have heard it said and I believe it
commodrenow
a
is
round.
resort is attracThere
This
3
from
for
the
to
the
from
year
east,
No.
upon
also
request.
sanative,
age;
infancy
west,
that the only way Oklahoma got any- Fromaway
cleansing of ulcerated, inious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
the home that was robbed of its antiseptic
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
flamed mucous surfaces and for many
valids and tourists. People suffering winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con- thing was to send a carload of people
bread day by day.
other uses which readily suggest themunto
and
'em
there
Washington
west-bounkeep
selves to wqmen, especially mothers.
from consumption, cancer and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
also takes
The license to pay.
nect with No. 1
Cuticura succeeds when all else fails.
d
are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
pass- til results were achieved." (Laughter.)
jpassengers for No. 2
Guaranteed absolutely pure and may be contagious diseases,
Mr. Hughes' Speech.
These
contain
1,026.24 grains same day. For further particulars
m.
is
How
wp'.ers
to
much
6:30
at
Count
cf
birth.
Returning
the
used
from
p.
hour
the
pay?
ing Lamy
price
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
Complete External and Internal Treatment for
of one soul,
Levi A. Hughes was then asked to
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
conAdults
Chtiaren
01
and
luiiinu,.
F.very Humor
sists oi Cuticura Soup (25c to Cleanse tne skin.
l's connection only.
say a few words. He did and his open- Multiplied by the names on Eternity's
Cuticura Ointment (50c ) to Heal the .Skin and Cuticonscroll
m.
to
7:20
cura Ktwtvont (50c ) (or n tlie form of Chocomte
Leave Santa Fe at
p.
ing sentence created ripples of laughCoated Pills. Mc per vial oi (il)i to Hunty tne Blood
Potter Drue 4 Chem
ter. "Gentlemen," said Mr. Hughes, "I Of those who have gone, once in manSold inroiiBhout the world
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounTaos. County IN M
Soie Prooa i;i5('oiumou.H avc boston. Mass
Ojo
Corp
hood's
Return8
strong pride;
listen with a great deal of pleasure to
Free 32pat:e cuticum Book, a comand Nos. 4 and
auu
Skill
Best
Care
oi
tne
Guide
la
Scalp
plete
The license to pay.
lawyers when they make addresses
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 p. m.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
and speeches, but gentlemen I do
Train leaves for the north at 10:15 think that we have relied perhaps now much is to pay? You may count hiive to beg, and when we must beg
out your gold,
for that which is the inherent right of
a. m.
too much on lawyers to get us out of
Train arrives from the north at 4 this hole. I suggest that we send im But the price that is paid has never every living being, and when we must
been told.
fight organized evil (equipped with
p. m.
mediately to Washington two men to Count the measure
mete
out
you
New Mexico Central.
every
mighty engine of warfare and
your
look after our interests and I move
neighbor today
the one efficient weapon be denied
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
that the sum of $500 be raised to pay To be
meted you back in God's time us; when we must "make bricks withTrain arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25. their expenses. I move also that the
and way
out straw" the bondage is heavy, for
wire
bodies
the
commercial
secretary
'Tis a debt you must pay."
we fight for our children, and many
of Grant county telling them of our
Hoarse Coughs, Stuffy Colds,
S. A. Gordon.
are like Rachel "weeping for her chilare
action
to
likeand
do
TO
urging them
pain in chest and sore lungs,
dren and cannot, he comforted, besymptoms that quickly develop into a wise. (Cheers.) I do not believe it
is to be hoped that every one cause they are not,"
It
dangerous illness if the cold is not is necessary for this committee to go who loves home and the fireside, who
cured. Foley's Honey and Tar stops to Washington with a view of spend- loves honor and
humanity, who loves ASKS POSTMASTER TO
the cough, heals and eases the con- ing two months there, but I do believe little children, and
especially every
SECURE HIM A WIFE.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Ft rgo
gested parts, and brings quick relief. that it ought to go there right away professing Christian, will array themand make its fight before Friday." selves on the Lord's side in
Sold by all druggists.
the batDOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
(Applause.)
tles that are to be fought the coming Emmet James Sends Power of Attorto
Official
Antonio
at
San
ney
"A Fighting Chance."
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
year for law enforcement, for temfor That Purpose.
Major R. J. Palen, president of the perance and the vanauishment of the
I
San Antonio, Texas, Feb. 12. Do Payable Throug&out the United States. Canada. Mexico
First National bank, was the next legalized liquor traffic.
want to become the wife of Em- vou
"I
He said in substance:
and all Foreign Countries
speaker.
It has been said tl,r th wnman.c
&
do not know that I can contribute any- Christian Temperance Union is the mett James. Calle Fernando Xo. C9,
REMITTANCES SENT BY
thing of particular interest to this best organized temperance society on Manila, P. I.? If so address either the
I4H
J.
No
Red
or
himself
John
Stevens,
of
bond
on
the
gentleman
the
symposium
expressions
Telephone
globe, and when the fight for proissue, but I may say that I am fairly hibition is on the "white ribbon wom- the postmaster of this city, to whom
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
has given
bridegroom
well familiar with it. And that from en" "are always ordered to the front, the would-b- e
the first. But I will say that I think :d take the heaviest fire. They have power of attorney. Mr. James merely
do
we are down to a point where we have made possible the
League says in his letter that he could
with a wife, feeling that life without
got to do something. There are two and all its kith and kin.
doors open to us and I believe that Mr.
Sometimes a V. C. T. U. woman such a helnmate is not all it is crackdirecmotion
is
thinks
in
the
and her mind harks back to ed up to be. Beauty, age and dower
right
SHOP Hughes'
tion. I fully agree with the sugges- the days when Pharoah, sitting on his specifications have not been submitted
tion of Mr. Reuehan to urge the coun- golden throne, bade the poor Egyp- by him and for that reason every fair
For 19 years the only
ty commissioners to fight these suits tians make brick and withheld from maid in the land is eligible. On his
own c:'se he has been more specific.
tonsorial
first class
parlor for collecting coupons on these rail- tnem the straw.
He
is an engineer, 32 years of age,
we
road
bonds.
Have
not
legal
is
a
any
it
to
far
the present
cry
in oanta Fe.
earns a much bigger salary than
and
I
for
not
this action? do
know day man, crownel with the sovereign
ground
OUR NEW PITCH
what redress the law gives us, but it power of full citizenship, calling on he would get in the states. Whether
TREATMENT
does seem to me that we have a fight- the women to do the (almost) impos- dark or blond he does not say, nor is
to
cure, (not only ing chance and we ought to seize it." sible. Is there money to be raised in there any mention of his corporeal
is guaranteed
church or organization the women inches as relating to latitude or lonin
of
in
Dandruff,
falling hair & (Applause.)
relieve,
have
must
photoHowever,
is
gitude.
get
an
they
there
"We
to
evil
busy;
be
also
Doctor Massie then put the question
other scalp irritations.
reaMr. Hughes' resolution was car- overthrown, women must raise mon- graphers in Manila and for that
carry a complete une of all the and
a
to
difficult
not
son
circulate
ey,
should
be
get
use
it
influence,
petitions,
ried unanimously with great enthupopular hair and facial tonics.
taik, cajole, and in this battle with picture of the man.
E.
C.
siasm.
Abbott
District
Attorney
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
Postmaster 'Stevens has often been
legalized liquor traffic, than which
then rose and asked several questions the
no fiercer war has ever been
how he has earned his rep
wondering
waged,
or
Mr.
about
Renehan nor one in
the suggestion
BATHS BATHS BATHS
which
were
as
a matchmaker, but for
the
issues
utation
in regard to the county commissioners
Don Caspar Avenue
women are expected to do some time now he has been receiving
higher,
one
did not think
and said that he for
Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
tneir tun part, and the "straw
is all kinds of letters asking him to find
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your that the commissioners needed any withheld.
wives, and aye, several husbands.
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays urging to fight the suits.
Youne chans with romantic notions
.and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
counThe chairman of the board of
a
is
"There
want him to find a beautiful senorita,
firmer
weapon,
set,
is
All work
guaranteed; your
ty commissioners, I. Sparks, then And sharper than the bayonet;;
of which, by the way, the supply is
socks are mended and buttons
arose and said that he thought all A weapon that comes down as still
sewed on you shirts, without
scarcely able to take care of the home
i suits should be included in the cateAs snow-flake- s
extra charge.
fall upon the sod,
demand and others want Texas beauLACES & EMBR0IPER1ES
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122. I gory that the commissioners are urged But execute the freeman's will,,'
ties cowgirls, you know. A
to fight and added that he hoped the As lightning does the will of God."
maiden some time ago asked
justice of the cause of the county
him to send her the whereabouts of a
have just received our new Stock of this
would of itself win the day.
Let women hold this weapon, and
h
cowboy she had seen here
the
will
enemy
Then Secretary Stephens passed
SPRING and RUMMER 1910 Embroidgo down. Give them while in the city and whose address
around the subscription list and Major the "straw" and the "bricks" will be she had not been able to get.
and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
eries
Palen and Levi Hughes headed it with quickly made. Who are they who op"Needless to say," said Postmaster
during this month only. All new patterns and
$25 each. Quickly the sum of $400 pose the giving of this "weapon" to Stevens, "while I sympathize
with
woman?
The
saloon
numwas raised and as there were a
element, the the man or woman in quest of a matdesigns.
the tough, rimonial partner I am not in a posiber of business men absent from the gambler, the
AND EXAMINE TH8M
PLEASE
will find them all to a man bittermeeting it was the expressed opinion you
tion to do more than consign; their
of many in the room that the other ly opposed to women being allowed epistles to the waste basket. Uncle m
$100 will be easily raised before sun- to hold this weapon of defense they Sam as yet is not in the matchmaking
say it will degrade woman, and all the
down today.
to
while their daily effort Is to prey up- business for that we will have
Wired Silver City.
on and drag woman to their own wait until the Malthusian theories
come into their own. Still it is too
Governor Curry today wired the level.
commercial bodies of Silver City,
True some good men there be, who bad that nothing can be done for
as everybody
Grant county, urging them to "get
really think it is not best, nor meet, them." Brother John,
A HORSE KNOWS
busy" and suggesting that if they nor womanly for a woman to exercise calls him, will then allow the remwhere he is well treated. At our cannot send representatives to Wash- her
prerogative openly, but if they iniscent look to spread over his face
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
and thinki of the days when he, as a
livery stable the horses we rent LOOK ington to write forceful letters to would only use a little common sense
like horses that are perfectly , kept. members of the committee on terri- on the
find
to
Texas
time
a
hard
had
cowboy
a
little justice and a
subject,
Our turnouts are the finest in this tories.
Denver Colorado.
little unselfishness their vision would a wife.
we
rent them
Off Tonight.
part of the country, and
le cleared; and if they would view
More people are taking Foley's
BY THE HOUR, DAY OR WEEK
Judge Laughlin and' Mr. Hughes the "gang" witn which they are foreat reasonable rates to responsible will leave for Washington tonight and gathering, they would scale the fence Kidney Remedy every year. It is conPrince will depart to- of prejudice and with true chivalry sidered the most effective remedy for
parties. Your own horses hoarded.
,
morrow night. They will all travel to and love hand to woman the one weap- all kidney and bladder troubles that
'
Washington by the fastest trlans so on with which she can successfully medical science can. devise. Foley's
WILLIAMS 1
A M
New
that they will have as much time as defend herself and her children; by Kidney. Remedy corrects irregulari- M.
N.
and
'
Catron Block
tanta
Livery.
can
Heavy
Light
execute her will.
ties, builds up the system and restores
possible before the committee reports which she
There is nothing bo degrading as to lost vitality. Sold by all druggists.
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red. to the Senate on the statehood bill.

"Throw Out the Life Line"
The kidneys need help.
They're overworked can't get the
poison filtered out of the blood.
They're getting worse every minute.
Will you help them?
Doan's Kidnev Pills have brought
from the verge of despair.
Will cure any form of kidney troub-
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The spirit that animated the joint If
R. J. PALEN, President,
THE PUYE ROOM.
J. B. READ, Casnier.
The opening cf the Puye room in meeting of the Board of Trade and
L, A, HDGHES,
FRANK McKASE, Assistant Cashier.
the Old Palace has given Santa Fe the Commercial Club last evening, is
an attraction the like of which is not. indicative that the "get together"
found outside of the very largest cities leaven is working toward tangible rein the world. Artistically conceived, sults in Santa Fe. The time seems
the execution was placed in hands at hand when it will be possible for
that made the best of the opportunity j the business men of the community
and gave this city a monument for all to
get together on purely business
time to come, a monument of beauty
The Oldest Bankins
for the welfare of the town,
in
matters
that immortalizes its creator as it perNew
Mexico.
for
to
and
in
the
time
forget
being
poli1870
petuates the life of a prehistoric people that at one time occupied this tical, factional and personal
great Land of Sunshine. It is a room,
Capital Stock
$150,000
that the appreciative tourist will want
Undivided
and
Profit
80.000
Surplus
to visit again and again. Here he
finds not only some of the most
beautiful paintings of scenery to be
c
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches,
seen in the west, but to this is added
the air of human interest, the mysjj Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
tery of a people that left no chronFebruary 12th
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
icles except those written in stone. A
in all markets for its customers.
jj stocks
Buys and sells
is
verbal description
inadequate,
d domestic and foreign
and
words falter for they can not convey
makes telegraphic transfer
exchange
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
the atmosphere, the spirit that seems.
SERVE THE
to dwell in that room, its individuality,
I as are
given by any money transmiting agency public or
its uniqueness, its impresslveness.
Merriest of all Musical Fantasies
$
Interest allowed on time dsposits at the rate of three
private.
New Mexico owes a debt to Hon.
5 per cent per annum, on six months' or years
time. Liberal
Frank Springer for having made possible this thing of beauty and placing
jjj
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
it where all can enjoy it. The satisThe bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
faction to him must be great, aside
and
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
from the fact that New Mexico will
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banknever forget the donor, nor the artist,
nor the man who conceived the Puye
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
room of the cliff dwellers.
That it
nuhlic is ri'srtf rfiill v enliHtsl
will be only one unit of a series of
rooms dedicated to and protraying the
civilization and scenic beauty of the
wonderful cliff dwelling park at the
Co.
doors of Santa Fe does not detract 59 in
from its importance. From the materIncluding Such Well Known
ial standpoint, it will do more to attract tourists to Santa Fe, than all
Artist as
other attractions combined.
Boss Snow
Rose Murray
Carrick Major
Helen Keers
Inez Girard
Every day or so the Las Vegas Op- Wally Helston
tic tells of some poor consumptive Emmet O'Connor Lute Vrohman
being taken to the train in an ambuand Others
lance to start on his last journey
WLLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
Costumes
and Electrical
Scenery,
home. This might be 'all right alEffects of the Utmost Splendor.
that
though it gives the impression
One
in
healthseekers go to Las Vegas' to be
A
EMPHATIC
OF
taken out later on an ambulance, but
Cuisine and
Large Sample
when for the sake of advertising, each
Table Service
Room for ComSONG HITS
item states specifically that the ambuUnex
mercial Travelers
lance belongs to the Las Vegas "Uns
dertaking" Company, the suggestive-nes- They Will Linger in Your Memory.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
of the word "Undertaking" to
the patient as well as his relatives, Seat sale
opens Wednesday mornin?
must be sufficiently harrowing to acFeb. 9th, at Fischer's Drug Store.
count for the note that appears gen
erally the next day saying that Mr.
AMERICAN AND
Healthseeker died before the train
EUROPEAN PLAN"
"T
JMi
mwtwiwwv
T:!?!
iitn.w
had crossed Raton pass. The advice
is gratuitous, but the New Mexican
suggests, that the Las Vegas Undertaking Company if it is in the ambulance business change its name, or
else carry a space advertisement and
let the word "Undertaker" out of
personals given to the unfortunates 1
who must he carried to the depot in
an ambulance.

latisiia
ri rst
OF SAfJTA

Institution
Established

2.00
1.00
75

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
in
the
Territory, and has a large and growing c"rculatf.) j
every postofflce
the
among
intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

THE LAND RESTRICTIONS IN THE
BEVERIDGE BILL.
The Las Vegas Optic calls attention
to the restrictions tiiat hedge about
the laud grants to the territory in the
Beveridge Statehood Bill. These restrictions are very objectionable;
they speak a distrust and ignorance
of western conditions that is lamentable. Yet. the New Mexican has feared to criticise these provisions, for
two simple reasons. New Mexico has
been most viciously attacked on account of the manner in which it administered the lands given it for territorial institutions. There was no
ground for those attacks, but the fact
remains, that the east has been given
the impression that New Mexico
has two kinds of people, political
grafters and private land grabbers.
The very mention of the words "land
grants," at Washington, causes an
ebullition on part of the Beveridge's
and special agents and special assistants to the attorney general. This impression has hurt New Mexico more
than the grants of land to its institutions have been worth to it thus far.
In fact, New Mexico would have been
just as well off without those grants.
They have not helped to reduce taxation and as to the institutions, they
were designed to help, these would be
as far advanced without them. Nevertheless, the commonwealth will some
day be thankful for them and some
day they will be of great financial
value. The territory is beginning to
administer them much more efficiently
and scrupulously than Uncle Sam is
managing his lands. The income from
them is increasing. Therefore, any
land grant, that Senator Beveridge
will permit to remain in the statehood
bill, should be accepted with due humility as a gratuity, as a gift that
It is impolite to exwas unexpected.
amine the mouth of a gift horse or
even a white elephant. Let the senator tie up his gift with as many
strings as he pleases. Let him complicate matters for the new state as
much as his inguenity can suggest. Do
not rile him, since the destiny of the
commonwealth has been placed in his
hands. Of course, it would be preferable to have a cash donation from
Uncle Sam to pay the territorial and
county debts and to create an endowment for the public schools. A sum
as Oklahoma was given, $5,000,000,
would do this very nicely. The next
best thing would be a grant of public
lands unhampered by any restrictions,
but if this can not be had, then take
the land in any shape it is given.
There still remain the constitution of
the United States, the integrity of the
courts and there are certain fundamental principles to which even Senator Beveridge is not superior. Of
course, if these provisions can be
changed in the bill, well and good;
but if not, do not permit them to
After we are a
hold up statehood.
state, we'll show them!
Here are the points that the Optic
makes and they are well taken:
"To us the utter lack of wisdom
manifested in the enabling act for
New Mexico, about which we spoke
at some length, is prominently displayed in the provisions of the Beveridge measure that we have not yet
touched upon. Their unwisdom is
shown particularly we think by lack
of foresight on the part of the man
or group of men who framed the provisions. They all deal with and refer
to the lands that are granted to the
proposed state.
"It is provided that the lands east
of the one hundred and fifth meridian
of longitude shall not be sold for less
than five dollars per acre, and the
lands west of that meridian shall not
be sold for less than three dollar per
acre. From the point of view of business expediency such a provision is
hardly in keeping with the lessons
which should have been taught by the
history of the land business in New
Mexico. These prices of not less than
five dollars per acre for certain lands
and not less than three dollars per
acre for certain others will be fear,
result in the proposed state keeping
its grants for many years to come. It
goes almost without saying that any
considerable number of acres cannot
be turned at such high prices. It never
has been done yet by the initial owner
and until this section of the southy
west becomes flooded with a
population probably will not
be done. In consequence,
therefore,
we will have thousands of acres of
land that will be worthless to us for
years to come. No revenue can be
derived from tbem in any way for the
reason that "No mortgage or other incumbrance of said lands, or any thereof, shall be valid in favor of any person or for any purpose or under any
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25
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7.00
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RICE & VARLEY

circumstances whatever." And their
leasing, as we have seen, will probab
ly result in a debt instead of a credit.
It is further provided, lhat "no lands
which are or shall be susceptible of
irrigation under any project now or
hereafter completed or adopted by
the United States under legislation
for the reclamation of lands, or under
any other project for the reclamation
of lands, shall be sold at less than
dollars per acre." Anyone
twenty-fivwho is only slightly acquainted with
Ihe cost of placing lands under irrigation will see immediately that this
price is also too high. It requires an
expenditure of at least thirty dollars
per acre, under the most favorable
circumstances to irrigate lands. This
means that the initial acre cost, before a foot, is turned by a plow, will
dollars. This inbe at least
means
that
evitably
private capital will
never attempt to build irrigation
works on the lands of our proposed
state. The net return will not furnish
sufficient incentive. Our paternal government, is our only hope. It will have
to irrigate our lands if they are ever
irrigated. Here again we see displayed
an almost utter lack of business foresight and ability.
"Lastly, it is provided that the revenues derived in any way from the
lands granted to the proposed state
shall never be used for any other object other than that for which the
lands producing the same were grantHere we see a
ed or confirmed.
manifestation of one of two things:
Either a recognition that the land
grants have been so completely
hedged in that they will never produce revenue for the specific purpose
for which they were granted, or, and
this is more likely, a complete absence of legislative foresight. What if
revenues derived from certain lands
are more than sufficient to take care
of the object for which the lands were
granted, and there is a surplus? What
is to be done with the overage? The
enabling act sayeth not. While we do
not think there is any great danger of
e

fifty-fiv-

e

ever having an overage in any particular land fund, still we are of the
opinion that it would be wise to guard
against that contingency by providing
now what shall be done in case the
'consummation devoutly to be wished' should consummate."

INJUSTICE.
If the bill introduced in Congress
by Delegate Andrews to enable private individuals or corporations to
acquire the water and land rights
of the Reclamation Service in projects
abandoned by the Service, is to be
general in its application, it should be
amended before passage so as to
cover only Carey Act projects or the
specific project, that of the U)rton
Lake, for which it is primarily intended.
To make it apply to such
projects as the Elephant Buttes,
might result in stopping for all time
the growth and progress of the best
portions of New Mexico. The government claims all the surplus flow
of the Rio Grande not only at the
Elephant Buttes but all the way up
the river and of all its tributaries
north of the proposed project. This
claim has halted the development of
Taos, Rio Arriba and northern Santa
Fe counties.
Being absurd and illegal and unconstitutional, it will be
fought, of course, out in the meanwhile, private enterprise is frightened
away from the best country in the
United States, by the action of the
Reclamation Service, which ostensibly exists to encourage and further
is
irrigation, but in this instance
playing the dog in the manger and
is tying up waters, that it does not
need and cannot use in the first place,
for the waters affected never reach
the Rio Grande at the Elephant
Buttes, and in the second place to
help some landed proprietors in another republic.
A

GRAVE

,

I

eini
the Matchless

THE

begins a new volume, Volume 47.
Founded during the storm and stress
of the Civil war, at a time when Santa
Fa passed from the Confederacy into
the hands of the Union forces, it has
always been staunch in the defense of
what it deemed right and what it
thought would work for the advancement and prosperity of the Capital
City of the territory. Nor has it neglected the wider field or ever faltered in speaking up for the commonwealth and its best interests. The
oldest daily paper south of Denver
and west of St. Louis,, it has made
for itself a permanent place in the
history of the southwest and hopes
to continue In the van of New Mex-ico'- s
progress for all time to come.
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An interesting situation has developed by the mandamus suit brought
by a manufacturing concern against
a joint committee of Congress.
The
Senate has ordered its members to
disregard the orders of the court,
while the House instructed its mem
bers to obey the summons. A clash
between the judicial and legislative
authorities is not so rare as to merit
more than passing attention, but seldom is the issue made so direct as in
this case and there is a possibility
that the outcome of the controversy
may set a new precedent in dealing
with conflicts between the judiciary
and the legislative branch of the federal government.
Hundreds of Valentines As
is Valentine day and as the stationery stores have beautiful valen
tine displays in tneir windows many
people of this city have been hiisv
sending out the messages which are
more or less amorous. One man sairi
he had sent out 18 and many of them
to persons in this city. There will
be some smiling then here Mondav
The valentines ranged from 5 cents
to $2 each. Some practical
jokes are
said to have been played on the senri.
ers of large valentines. The postal
omciais have been kept busy with the
extra business, and hundreds of val
entine packages have been mailed
every day this week.
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The Las Vegas Elks are coming to
Santa Fe in a body to honor their fellow member, Chief Justice William J.
Mills, on the day of his inauguration.
From this and other reports, it is certain that Santa Fe will be called upon
to entertain the largest crowds in its
history. A special effort should be
YOU TAKE
made to clean up the city for that
PAINS
time and to induce business men and
property owners to decorate their to make the chilstores and homes. A good impression dren look Pretty
on March 1, will help the
reputation justforaday Why
of Santa Fe considerably all over the not preserve
of their
territory.
Tj :g memory

ftratkly

Hj-T- a

Dste

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER DON GASPAR AND WATER STREET,

Hot and Cold Water Spacious Sample Booms
In every Room
For Commercial Travelers

PHONE 26

the

In view of the

The Santa Fe New Mexican today

PALACE HOTEL

fact that a portrait
of Governor Charles Bent, the first
governor of New Mexico, is to be un
veiled at the inaugural exercises at
the capitol on March 1, the story of
the Bent family and the building of
Fort Bent, as it is reprinted on another page, is of especial interest at
this time. It gives facts and incidents
of the early days of the Santa Fe trail
that should become familiar to New
Mexicans.
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The high tide in pension payments
'hey surpass a n
by the government has been passed.
The appropriation for paying pensions ?ngraving in softwill be five million dollars less this ness and tone.
year than last, although the bill still EI Picon Gallery
carries- $155,574,000. or about $2.00 for
Carlos Merra
every man, woman and child la the
country.
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THIS INVITES YOU
cordial invitation is extended to you todepo-si- t
your funds with this bank to trtnsact through
us whatever business you may have of a financial
nature.
Dunrg the past few months we hare added
many new names to our list of patrons. ' We desire
your business also, believirg we can serve you to
yoir complete satisfaction.
A

UNITED STATES BANK & TRDST CO
$50,000

Capital

2L

Santa Fe. K.

,M.

DIRECTORS
OFFICERS

,

Q. FRANKLIN

G. FRANKLIN FLICK

FLICK, President

W. S. DAVIS.

W. S. DAVIS, Cashiei.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asct.
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R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER
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WATSON & COMPANY
(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE
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INSURANCE

SURETY BONDS.
Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.
119 San Francisco

For full particulars call or
address the above company

St

Phone. Bed Ko. 189

ANO

PERSONAL

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

THE

ALSO

PINE LINE OF

Dealers in Furniture

kinds of furnishings from uhinaware 'to stoves, and
ranges, Alsoa tiae assortment of desksV ehairsrtable
and bat racks. Wagner folding
for the babies.
go-car- ts

are

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

Pal-

ace hotel.
Mrs. W. G. Tight, the wife of the
late Dr. W. G. Tight, and Walter C.
Fraley, the brother of Mrs. Georsre W
Priehard, are in the city stopping at
the residence of Colonel and Mrs.

We have just received a fresh ship
ment of Spaulding's baseball goods
which is the most complete stock in
the city.
mI
8

GKEA.T!!

Look over our stock and see if there isu'i
(something to interest you.

Ornamental Doors.

George Riddle and family have
again taken up their residence in
Santa Fe. Mr. Riddle had been transferred to Chama but he wajs never
quite satisfied until he returned to
this city. He is a veteran engineer on
the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
L.
Bradford
Prince
will leave tomorrow
evening for
Washington, D. C, to work in the
county debt matter. Judge N. B.
Laughlin and Levi A. Hughes, the other members of the committee representing the tax payers, will leave this
evening.
Mrs. Is". Salmon is quite ill at her
home on Manhattan avenue.
Although
a little better this mornitia- - hor
daughter, Salome, is on her way' home
.
irom SChOOl at Kancac nti,, t v
the bedside of her mother Ptor
Mahboub. a brother from Coyote, Rio
Arriba county, and Mrs. X. Abousle- man of Jemez, a sister, a re n mo in
Santa Fe on, account of their sister's
illness.
E. L. Sparks of Durango, Colo., and
who is a civil engineer in the emnlov
of the Southern Pacific railway, is at
the Claire. He is accompanied by his
mother, Mrs. Edward Sparks, who resided here nearly a quarter of a century ago. To friends Mrs. Sparks remarked that while, of course, 22 years
had changed the city somewhat, the
change was not so noticeable as one
might have expected and Santa Fe
still retains its old time beauty and
1

are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in everv nar titular arirl
free from every imperfection of
snots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
architects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their

speculations.

Send ing a Child for Drags
perfectly safe If you direct t
io nus
YOU willrilJKNAI!!,
lie Juntas sure of good
service as If you came In person.
We treat everybody allka. We
cannot do otherwise,
because we
Is

Handle

Only

One-Kin-

of Drugs

That is the best and purest we can get
So no matter wliether you come yourself or send a Child, you are always
sure of obtaining the very best drug
service, which is the only kind worth
having.
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Everything in Hardware

LADIES
I have received

BLISTER BROWN RESOLVES
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assortment of violets
and other spring goods
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BUSTER BEATS THE DRUM
OUR WAY BEATS THE BAND
FAIR WAY BEATS TRICKERY,
THE MAN WHO BEATS HIS WIFE OUGHT 10 BE SHOT
(PRICES SHOT TO PIECES)
:
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The greatest sensational price making we bave
ever undertaken commences MONDAY Ftb. 7th-Aold prices on botu Lace aod Embroidery cut
right squarely in half. We know this sounds unreasonable but we must liven thirgs up. The Knowing shoppers know when we say half wj mean

A. MUGLER.

Southeast Corner Plaza.
Mrs.
Boyle was of great interest.
Marsh presided. The guests, in addition to the members were: Mrs. Malleson, Mrs. Fredericks, Mrs. Dormun,
Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. Hanna and Mrs.
Fletcher. The roll call was answered
with quotations, or rather "Things
said about Lincoln," which brought
out a wealth of anecdote and character glimpses of the martyred President. Mrs. Boyle read a paper "The
Phenomena of Dreams," which showed
much research and threw much light
on a subject that borders on
the
"Poems about Lincoln," by
mystic.
Mrs. Rapp brought to mind some of
the better as well as some of the less
known poems on Lincoln. The Current Events, too, were of more than
ordinary interest and closed a most
enjoyable afternoon. "The next meeting will be held at the home of Mrs.
Harroun on West Palace avenue.

U

HALF.

This is the Way it is figured so there can be no mistake.
Lisa or Enbroiiery regular price 40c. spJ. sale price 20c'
1

1

Choice selections will

30c.
25c.
20c.
15c.
10c.
5 c.

15c.

12ic.
10c.
74 c
5c.

2!e.

tot last long at the prices

W. N. TOWNSEND & !C0.

u

ANCE

IE,

All our winter stock of millinery will be
closed out at Cost, and much of it below
cost, to dispose of it before the spring goods

arrive.

A 25 per cent reduction is also made on all
staple goods in stock. AdoLar saved is a
dollar made. Our stock is all new and nothing shopworn or out of date.

party

James
Seligman,
Selieman.
Renehan, Van Stone, Palen, Hardinge, FRENCH EXPLORERS
DISCOVER NEW LANDS.
Wilson, Jaffa, Ervien, Rapp, Moore,
L B. Prince, William B. Prince, Raynolds, Sloan, Bergere, Ahgus McGill-vray- , Antarctic Expedition Under Dr. Jean
M. Charicot Reported South of
Fiske,
Cartwright, Walter,
Alexander Island.
Sargent and Wheelon of this city;
Mrs. Malleson of New York City;
Valparaiso, Chile, Feb. 12 The
Mrs. Fredericks of Shanghai, China; French Antarctic expedition under
Miss Proebstel of Walla Walla, Wash., Dr. Jean M. Charicot reached latitude
and the Misses Massie and Miss
70 degrees south, longiture 12G degrees
of this city.
west and discovered 120 miles of new
The Fifteen Club meeting yesterday land west and south of Alexander
afternoon at the residence of Mrs.

La Moda Millinery
Phone Black 78

Catron Block.

01-se- n

24 Hour Electric Service
n and After March 1st.

Wfoe tip those daxk places
as

FOR

NO TROUBLE

BINGER HERMANN CASE
GIVEN TO JURY TODAY.
Portland, Ore., Feb. 12. The case
against Binger Hermann, former land
commissioner, on charge of conspiracy to defraud the government went
to the jury at eleven this morning.
Judge Wolverton said it was sufficient to show that a mutual understanding had been arrived at by two
or more persons to complete the conspiracy intent. The important ingredient of conspiracy could seldom
be directly proven, therefore direct
attractiveness.
It is not
Mrs. Levi A. Hughes entertained at evidence is not required.
cards Monday afternoon. Bridge and. necessary to prove to make conspiracy
500 were played.
Those who attended complete that Herman received either
the card
were Mesdames Ar- a direct or an indirect benefit.

thur

wr;

When you want a good glove, bat
or Dan, come in ana iei us snow
you some "GOOD ONF.b"

Priehard.

FOR THE HOUSE

Carpets and Rugs

AU

They,

is!

F. B. Potter, a traveling man from
Las Vegas, is at the Claire hotel.
J. W. DeMntt and C. F. Gates, both
o? St. Louis, are visiting friends here.
Otis Perry Seligman has issued invitations to a dinner for Monday evening.
F. E. Dunlavy of Denver, a former
Santa Fe businessman, is visiting in
town today.
Colonel Georse w. Priehard is home
from Estancia where he had been on
legal matters.
Dr. and Mrs. James A. Rolls entertained at cards Thursday night. There
were three tables.
Claude Dyson, superintendent of the
Armour packing house at Trinidad,
Colo., is in the city.
It. S. Blevans of Kansas City, is
visiting friei:ds here. He is registered at the Hotel Modern.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. fiarris of
are sightseers in the city.
They are registered at. the Palace
hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. C. 1. Hand and Mr.
and Mrs. D. L. T rbes of Dover, X. H.,
are tourists now in the city. They are
stopping at the Palace.
.1. T.
Murray of Denver, and J. H.
Mann of New York City, are two
well known traveling men stopping
at the Palace hotel.
Miss Virginia Bean gave two card
parties, one Monday and one Tuesday
night, to her friends.
There were
ten tables and the affairs were thoroughly enjoyed.
A. Roibal of Pecos.
San Miguel
county, school teacher and former
county commissioner, and also a landed proprietor and stock owner,
spent
today in Santa Fe.
A party is being
arranged to attend the reception to Chief Justice
Mills at Las Vegas on the evening of
February 17. Governor Curry and
staff will attend the affair.
"Mrs. Hallet Raynolds and family
and Mrs. E. D.. Raynolds and family,
returned last evening from a visit to
Los Angeles, extending over several
months." Las Vegas Optic.
R. H. Baldwin, Lyman Bolger and
H. M. Heath of Chicago; A. D. Locke,
Simon Kenyon of Denver, and Charles
Fish of El Rito, are here on irrigation

matters and are registered at the

PAGE FIVE.
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Santa Fe Water

AND
3C

i!2S

Light Company

pay
sound
MlfffilHlT

next week for Electric Irons
Cooking Specialties.
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Railway

A

Company.

No

Miles From
De Moines

1.

i'AILY

10
HI
10
10
11
11
11
12
12

a. m.
a. u.
a. m.
a. m.
. m.
a. m
a. m.
p. ra.
p.m.
d. m.

!ju
12

35
50
05
20
45
20
45
30
3 60
4 15
4 45
4 56
5 60
6 15
6 36
08

i

to
ix
81
41

W
49
48
68
68
88
77

p. m.
p m.

p.m.
m.
p.
p. m.

p.m.
p.m.
10 p.m.
23
m.

7

7
7 46

88
88
89

p.
p. m.

j

oT.Tir.wtr"

94

No 2
DAILY

49
46
88
gg
28

....

11
18

p.m.

From
Raton

Mil

Les Moines,
Lv.
Arr,
N;M.
"
'
Lv.
Rumaldo.
" Dednian .
"
n
Oapul
"
"
" Vigil
"
" Thompson
'."
"
"
"
" Cunningham
Ollftou House Junction "
Arr
Arr.
ratcimmvi
Ly
Lv.
" Clifton House Junction "
Lv.
"
"
" Preston
"
"
" Koehler
"
"
" Koehler J u t.
"
"
" Colfax
"
"
" Oerrososo
Lv.
Arr,
CIMARRON N. M.
Lv.
KrI
" Nast
N. M.
Lv
"
"
" Harlan
' Ute farfe
"
"

0

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry.. train No.

5-

SO

6 15

t4

55

18

.7

p.m.

p. m.

36 p.

25
S 65
8 80
2 55

I

p. m,

7

U

11 15

a. m

110 15 a. m
9 43 a. m

41

9

47

25
50

7
7
7 25
7 00

50
58
69

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

m

m
ro- -

m
m.
N.

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train Xo. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
tf;55 a. m.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and denart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH BOUND:
SOUTH BOUND:
No. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
&
z S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W. at Colfax, N. M., and Cmarron
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown, Lobo,
Questa, Ranchos tie Taos, Red River city, Taos and Tvining.

W. A. GuRMrN,
J. van HOUTEN;
V. res. and Gen Mgr. Gen- Pass- - Acen

Superintendent
RATON,

N-

-

-

RATON.

N.

RATON,

M

N

N,

Palace.

-

System

East or West

Santa Fe, Says
Las Vegas Optic, wnere ponce
Are Less Watchful.

Says the Las Vegas Optic:
"Dr. Edward Shimiu, a veterinary
surgeon, after two trips to the city
bast.ile and likewise to the
police
court decided Las Vegas was not the
place for him to linger, and after being released from custody a second
time, took the first train for Santa Fe.
where it is said the police authorities
are not so watchful.
"Dr. Shimin was arrested first on
Monday on a charge of drunkenness
and Tuesday morning upon being arbefore Police Magistrate
raigned
Murphy, was fined $3 and costs, which
he paid and was released. However,
the dose administered did not "take"
for by noon the convivial veterinarian
was again in the toils, having for a
second time imbibed too freely of the
cup that cheers.
"Late in tne afternoon, upon discovering that he again was in the calaboose, Dr. Shimin asked for a speedy
hearing that he might pay up and
catch the first train out for the Ancient City. He was accommodated
and after contributing another $5 and
costs to the city, departed for Santa
Fe the same evening.
"Dr. Shimin, one of the tallest men
ever confined in the city jail, being
in the neighborhood of seven feet,
ls said to be a good fellow. He got
in wrong while here, that was all."

$

"Las Vegas

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.

is

in- -

arranging to attend the

j

feed ththe
gfatr
L
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E. C. ABBOTT

....

Attorney-at-La-

....
....

Land and Mining business a specSanta Fe Chapter No. 1,
R- A. M.
Regular con- - ialty.
New Mexico
vocation second Monday of Santa Fe,
-

Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S (1. f!ARTWRTf?HT. H. P.

ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

I

CATRON & CATRON
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-LaOffice:
Catron Block
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
iouru iviuuuay IU emu
month at Masonic Hall at
J.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

Practice

E. C.

A. MASSIE,

in

Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
Ancient and Accepted
14th degree.
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.

RENEHAN & DAVIES
E. P. Davies

A. B. Renehan

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice ia the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. OBce in Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

PRICHARD
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., before the Territorial Supreme Court.
holds its regular session on the sec- Office: Laughliri Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
C. W.g. WARD
DAVID KNAPP,
and welcome.
Territorial District Attorney
Exalted Ruler. For San Miguel! and Mora Counties
J. D. SENA,
Secretary.
New Mexico
Las Vegas,
G. V(.

Secretary.

Knights of Pythias.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Attorneys-at-La3d
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and
Practice
in the District Courts as
Tuesdays in "month at 8 o'clock in I. well as before the
Supreme Court of
VisitSt.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco
the
territory.
ing Knight's invited to attend.
New Mexico
Las Cruces.
j

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

j

ir

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

GOVERNOR

WHEN
,J
III If
U
TRAVELING
USE THE

NVERdRIO GOANDER
j
I

j

s cenic

Line of
the World

office

WORTH

H.

Mount Pleasant, Tenn. "Cardui is all
you claim for it, and more," writes Mrs.
Al. E. Rail, of this place.
"I was a great sufferer for 2 years and

8 ANT A FE. N. M.

..

Commencing Msnday February

was very weak, but I learned about Car
dui, and decided to try it. Now I am in

.

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

GOLD

Lady Learned About Cardui, The
Woman's Tonic and is Now
Enthusiastic in its Praise.

McBRIDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A.

.

WEIGHT
IN

For Information regarding rates
train service etc. call or write.
F,

RAILROAD

14th 1910Trains will

EDWARD C. WADE

MILLS

W8S

,

run as follow

Will li'avi' Santa Ko 8 45 a. m.
3 Arrive at Kansas (Hty 5 50 p. in next flay
Arriving nt UhicoKO 8.20 a. m. 2nd day
A
M
"pLeaving: Torrance 4.05 p. ni.
1
llO. " Arriving
at Santa Ke 9.45 p, m.
and
These trains make coiinectionsat Torrance for Passe nnrr and Mall both Kast
West bound, with trains currying standard and tourist sleepers, chair car and
coaches

Train No.
-rain

i

j

DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
RETURNING
Leaving Santa Fe. 8,4R a. m.
Leaving El Paso 8 00 a. m.
Arriving llil Paso 10,40 p. n,,
Arriving Santa Fe 9.45 D. in.
13 hours and 5B minutes Santa Fe to El Paso
1910 the New Mexico Central R R. change
"Commencing Monday February 414th.
time of Its trains' and train No, now leaving Santa Fe at 1.45 p. in., will leave at
8 46 a.m.
Train. No. 3 now arriving at 5 45 p m. will arrive at 9.45 p. m .
These changes will provide for direct connections both Bast and West bound
at Torrance.

J. P. LYNG,

Olty Freight A Passenger Agent)

got in very bad health. I
gave her Cardui and now she enjoys
good health.
'Cardui is worth its weight in gold. I
recommend it for young and old."
Being composed exclusively of harmless vegetable ingredients, with a mild
and gentle medicinal action, Cardui is
the best medicine for weak, sick girls
and women.
It has no harsh, powerful,
action, like some of the strong
minerals and drugs, but helps nature to
perform a cure in a natural easy way.
Try Cardui.
WOnianhood,

!

near-poisono- us

tor Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chatta.
N. rffe
nooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn., for Special
book. Home Treatmeal
Instructions, and
for women, Mat ia plain wrapper, on request,

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

Las Cruces

lb,

TAKE THE

-

-

-

W. A. FLEMING

New Mexico

JONES

Bonds and Investments
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local hank references.
Las Cruces - - - - New Mexico
R. W. WITTMAN

Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file

in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
- - - - New Mexico
Santa Fe,

at Washington:

Antonio, Rev. John.
Apodaca, Miss Joseflta.
Blatherwick, Mr. James A.
Bailey, Mrs. J. E.
Bradbury, Hercelia.
Brela, Panfilo.
Vaca, Mr. Ramon.
Baca, Miss Hamita.
Campbell, Mr. Ralph.
Corbett, Mr. CM.
Chavez, Manuel.
Frederick, Mr. Burt.
Hotel Grand.
Giron, Mr. Jose.
Giron, Miss Peleguna.
Gonzalis, Mr. Victoriano.
Gonzales, Mrs. Cruz.
Hoopingarner, Mr. J. P.
Herina, Mr. Bush.
Lopez, Miss Tedora.
Montolla, Mr. Sindo.
McKonnel, Miss.
Mitchel, Mr. Ed A.
Meyer, Miss Anna.
Markel, Mr. Elmer.
'Meyer, Miss Nina.
Morrison, Mr. Arthur.
Murray, Mr. D. W.
Ortiz, Mrs. Alwina.
Plowman, Miss Grace P.
Post, Mr. C. W.
Rael, Miss Tulitaa C. de,
Ruiz, Mr. Santiago.
'
Ronquollo, Felix.
Miss
Joaeflta M.
Rodriguez,
Rodrigues, Boatris.
Sullivan, 'Miss Anna W.
Spincer, Mr. Elija.
Sunney, Mr. A. L.

Consellor-at-La-

all Courts of Territory

'Phone' 192 Black
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
- - - New Mexico
Santa Fe,

flre
auguration of Governor W. J. Mills at into
and shut off the jU'Td
Santa Fe, March 1, in a body and to and
slo
reverged the
that end is arranging to engage a ing toward Santa Fg
en
to
make
which
Pullman
the
in
private
gineer,g body wafl found asid(j Qf
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
trip to the capital.
track with a deep cut in his head. JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
Governor Mills is a charter member ;Holiy was unconscious and was
taken
of the Las Vegas lodge and local back to Santa Fe for medical atten-Elk- s
are especially proud of this fact. tion. He was still nnrmisrim,
The new executive is also one of the evening at his room. He is unmarmost popular members of the local ried. How he fell out of the cab is
herd and therefore the Elks are go- still a mystery.
ing to do their share and then some
to make his iuauguration a notefeverishness
with
Threatening
children is quickly and safely calmed
worthy event.
These little Candy
"The arrangements for the trip are by Preventics.
being looked after by a committee Cold Cure Tablets should always be
Will be Inaugurated
consisting of E. G. Murphy, George at hand for nromntness is all-tiPreventics contain no quiHunker and J. D. W. Veeder. The portant.
MARCH 1st. 1910
members of the committee
request nine, nothing harsh or sickening.
that those who contemplate making They are indeed "the stitch in time."
For this occasion the
the trip notify them at once, that the Carried in pocket, or purse. Preventics are a genuine safeguard
SANTA FE will sell tickets
car may be engaged in time.
against
Colds. 25c. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
from all points in New Mex"The plan now is for the Elks to Co.
ico, Trinidad and El Paso,
leave here, with Governor Mills, on
U the Capitil City atone
of
the evening
February 27th, spendLETTER LIST.
fire for the round trip.
ing the 28th and March 1st in Santa
Fe. The Pullman will be placed on a
List of letters remaining uncalled
side track and held there the two for in the
27 28 & Waf-lst- F
postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
OF
days, thus insuring ample sleeping ac-- j M., for the week ending Feb. 12, 1910.
commodations for the party." Las If not called for
within two weeks
Return Limit March 3rd 191
Vegas Optic.
they will be sent to the dead letter

'

VOLNY HOWARD

G.

Attorney and

Speaks Spanish

7:30 p. m.

investig-

CHARLES F. EASLEY
(Late Surveyor General)

Acting Master.
Secretary.

R. McCORD,

t0t?k1?

the engineer was

New Mexico

-

Attorney-at-La-

H. H. DORMAN,

W

ALAN

-

Practice in the District and Suular communications
Courts.
Prompt and careful
preme
first Mondiy of eac'i
to all business.
montn a Masonic ha; attention given
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

irxs'

S

ates'

-

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg

j

LodRe No. 408, B. P. O.

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

MASONIC."

j

For R ites and full information address

earn

PAUL A. F. WALTER

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.

You economize greatly when using
Dr. Slioop's new coffee substitute
known to first class grocers everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee.
A 25c 11-poun.d package gives 100
cups of a wonderfully satisfying table
drink. Pure toasted grains
malt,
nuts, etc.. give to Health Coffee a ENGINEER FELL OUT
OF HIS CAB.
wholesome, and satisfying taste and
flavor. And there is not a grain of
real coffee in it Besides, Health Picked Up Unconscious, Eight Miles
From Santa Fe Came Here
Coffee is "made in a minute.!; No 20
From Chama.
to 30 minutes tedious boiling. Sold '
Daniel Holly, of Chama, an engin- bv Frank Andrews.
eer of the Denver & Rio Grande rail-LA.
VEGAS ELKS
jroad, who yesterday morning took out
COMING TO INAUGURATION. his enSine without a load, to meet
'the incoming Antonito train at E- Will Charter Pullman Car and Will "anola fell out of his cab eight miles
lf
Sanuta Fe- - shortly before noon.
Spend Two Days in the Capital
niau ms ausence was not missed
City.
but as the engine gained greater and
2

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

BAD,

Now On His Way to

j

Simon Kenyon, Denver; Charles Fish,
El Rito; J. M. Reid, Chicagoville;
Stein Bang, Denver; J. F. Murray,
Denver; J. H. Mann New York; Mr.
and Mrs. John C. Gams, Espanola;
E. G. Mustaing, El Paso; Mr. and
Mrs. C. I. Hind, Mr. and Mrs. D. L.
Forbes, Dover, N. H.; J. W. Ellswan-ger- ,
Denver; J. W. Mullin, Colorado
Springs; D. J. Herron, Trinidad;
Claude Dyson, E. P. French, Denver.
Claire.
X. Gibb, Albuquerque; E. L. Sparks,
Durango; Mrs. Edward Sparks, Dur- ango; Y. W. Taylor, Alamosa; F. B.
Potter, Las Vegas.
Modern.
V. S. Garvin, Albuquerque;
J. S.
Davis, Trinidad; William H. Otis, Silver City; C. P. Jones, Las Vegas; R.
S. Blevans, Kansas City.
Coronado.
Juan A. Martinez, Chamita; M. D.
M. J.
Amarilla;
Esquibel, Tierra
Stoops, Espanola; D. Angel, Galisteo;
Frank Martin, Estancia; J. W. De
Mutt, St.. Louis; C. F. Gates, St.
Louis; Julius Meyer, Estancia.

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

The Best Route

Roa-wel-

Proiessiooai

DOCTOR TO THE

A. R. Wise, New York; T. T. Frith,
Denver; R. H. Baldwin, Lyma Bolger,
H. M. Heath, Chicago; A. D. Locke,

A Safeguard to Children.
"Our two children of six and eight
years have been since infancy subject
to colds and croup. About three years
ago I started to use Foley's Honey
prevent and cure these troubles. It is
and Tar, and it has never failed to
the only medicine I can get the children to take without a row." The
above from W. C. Ornstein, Green
Bay, Wis., duplicates the experience
of thousands of other users of Foley's
It cures coughs,
Honey and Tar.
colds and croup, and prevents bronSold by all
chitis and pneumonia.

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made wltn AutomoMW
line at Torrance for Roswll dally, druggists.
l
Automobile leaves Torrance for
at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
If you want anything on earth try
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- a New Mexican Want Ad.
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- -

TOO MUCH DRUNK PUT

HOTEL ARRIVALS

ASK FOR TICKETS

El Paso & Southwestern

Postmaster.

THE BRAOFIELD CO., ATLANTA, CA

in.

2 30 pmla 2b p. in- -12 05 p. m11 40 a. m.
11 06 a' m- -

0

28
20
88

LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

those
ment which strengthens the ligaments, lubricates and renders pliant
keepbreasts
the
of
by
murues on which the strain is greatest, prevents caking
numbness, nervousness, etc.
ing the ducts open, and relieves nausea, backache,
the safety of both
Its regular use will prepare every portion of the system for when
the little one
and
danger
reduce
the
pain
mother and child and greatly
our free book, which
comes. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for
contains valuable information for expectant mothers.

p. m.
p. m.
p. ra
p. m -

arriving In Dawson'

124

M., 6:15 p. m.

P. J. DEDMM,

Staines, Mr. S. T.
Sisneros, Miss Detrita.
Salazar, Miss Anita.
Sandoval, Mr. Julian.
Sena, Miss Susita.
Tatilue, Mr. Roy T.
Terrazas, Esidro.
Tapia, Ysabel.
In calling for these letters please
state whether "advertised" or not.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,

No woman who bears children need suffer during the period
of waiting, nor at the time of baby's coming, if Mother's
Friend is used as a massage for the muscles, tendons and glands
liniof the body. Mother's Friend is a penetrating, healthful

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

12, 1910.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

Mt 4

SI, Louis Rocky

Pacific

M.

j
I

"SANTA FE all the way'

JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
- - - - New Mexico
Santa Fe,
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.

California

the

3 p1

Los Angeles
or San Diego

$56.90
Limit, bix

Months

Land of Perpetual Summer
NOW IS THE TIME TO GO THERE

(ic

AND RETURN

ftft One way, commencing
March 1st. 1910.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
Call on or address

Fe agent for

particulars, 'timetables

w.is&jxet tooaiand

H. S LUTZ
U,

ganta

Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.

:

.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

I

20

12, 1910.

THE SAXTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE,

From The New Mexican of this date.

taw tire

1890)

Ye ar s Ago To.

THE

O S

MINSTRELS WILL
GIVE A PERFORMANCE.

Governor Prince today issued his
arbor day proclamation.
At the territorial secretary's office
articles have been filed for the Methodist church of Santa Fe. The hoard
of trustees is composed of S. T. Reed,
W. B. Sloan. E. S. Griswold. Elmore
Chase, S. S. Beatty, Milo Hill and E.
B. Seward.
Charles Haspelmath left Lamy yesterday for a three months' visit to
Germany.
Announcement is made that the O.
S. Minstrels will give a .performance
at the court house Monday night. The
chief performers are C. H. Gregg, R.
B. Twitchell. A. C. Ireland. James
Seligman, Charles Thayer, C. E. Volk,
George Johnson. A. J. Griswold, J. M.
Olinger, T. G. Littlehales and Will
Hood. The hook sheet will be opened

Without KNIFE erPIH
Or Pay until Ciirsa.
No X V.ay or o t h e r
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M.

SPOKANE MEN WILL
DEVELOP IRON DEPOSITS.

Iron Ore
For Shipment Near
kane.

20CC00 Tons of

onsiipation WANTS

Now Ready!
Spo- -

J

"For ow nine years I suffered with chronic
constipation and during this time I had to take
an injection of warn- water once every 24 hours
Spokane, Wash., Feb. 12. Steel-- before I could have an action on my bowels,
and today I am a well
to HaPP" lritd Cascarets,
iron
liiblltarv
making
'
. kt'
mia. Sister Ann Mary, a sister of charity,
.
During the nine years before I used
111
be
believed
I
to
.nine
I
suffered
Cascarets
untold
misery with internal
well known in Santa Fe and beloved
to the celebrated Masabi ore of Minne-- ! P'1-Thsnksto you. I am free from ell that
PAiM until last
Msrc.
kidness
of
acts
during
for her many
this morning. You can use this in behalf of
BOOK sent
sola, are 10 be
up and developunenng humanity. B. F. Fisher, Roanoke, III.
the long term she was located at St. (rre with tprtitaouiil" rf
SV''
f ed by Spokane opened
men.
rf
JosfVifd.
fiT
St.
at
died
Vincent's Hospital,
Pleasant. Palatable. Potent, Taste Good.
WEIT3 TO SOrjE.
The company predicts that the near
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
eph's Academy in Trinidad on Mon- ANY LUMP IN
10c. 25c. 50c. Never sold Id bulk. The
e
see
future
will
west
furnishthe
being
WOMAN'S
BREAST
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
day.
with
ed
ore
steel
other
iron
rails
and
cure
or
IS
back.
930
your
CAKCrR.
money
It neglected it will ALWAYS
Telegraphic News.
poison deep in the
kiU quicliiy. products from western factories, oper- Andrew Carnegie proposes to do- - Address
NEVER RODE ON A
CURE CO. ffifflS a,Pd iy western people.
11
nate to Pittsburg $1,000,000 for a free D 747 3. Main St. LCS AKGELES, CAL
is estimated by tin- engineers
"CHOO CHOO" TRAIN.
public library.
KINDLY SEND TO SOMEOKE WITH CANCER that there are 200,000 tons of iron ore
at the property ready for shipment as Idaho and Oregon Pioneer in NorthThe latest encyclical of Pope Leo
M
soon as the rails are laid. All of this
XIII. has been received in Baltimore.
west 46 Years Without Using
ort is in such state that it can be
The Senate resumed consideration
Train Locomotion.
loaded on to the cars with a steam '
of the bill to provide a temporary gov- TWO DEATHS OCCUR
ON SAME STREET. sl'ov,!i
ernment for the territory of OklaSpokane, Wash., Feb. 12. To have
Within a few months the property lived closely in touch with civiliza- homa.
ill be on the main coal and coke road tion in the northwest for 40
There is a great flood in Portland, Esterino Napoleon and Mrs. Felipe
years.
Ribera
fioni
Die
on
the Crows' Nest Pass, and the and yet never to have ridden on a
Manhattan
Ore., and the city has been isolated
close proximity of this coal will make railway train until recently, is the
Street.
three days by land slides along the
There were two deaths l:it nir-h- t al the iron deposit more valuable. The unique record of O. S. Clail:. a well
Columbia river.
most at the same hour and on the land owned by the company compris- known pioneer resident of northern
A
to

day

swindle.

An Utand
plant makes the pure.
CS3Lu7EGUARAN;;.
Any luiror. Lump
Sore on the liD.face
anvwhere six m'mihnV--i'dr-

FOR RENT Four room Louse.
ply 221 Ab'ua Fria St.

desils.

i?

FOR RENT Six room modern
brick house. O. C. Watson Co.

-

rHOT-.-.WD.-

-i

jt&ift&;$&Z&
4f!,4iJa
Hl

Sr S

I

.Salesman and collector.
Call
Singer Sewing Men. Co., Plaza.
WANTED

gen-nin-

j

i

opportunity to right man.

Good

&ni-it,&l-

I

Ap-

j

I

I.G.S- T- Between Santa K and Tent
City, black lytic muf. Fiv dollar re- .i:d for its return to Palace hotel.
WANTED To rent two to fiva
acres, suitable for raisin,, chickens.
Henry Miller, :M1 San Francisco St.
WANTED By capable, energetic
business woman good correspondent,
double entry bookkeeping, etc. Any
kind of office work for all or part of
time. Will keep small sets of books
Address "E ,'c;tro of
by contract.
New Mexican.

Friday at Ireland's.
rascals broke
dispatch
Chicago from Fort
Several villainous
of a mile in Idaho and eastern Oregon, who left
same street and almost in the same es a tract
through a window at St. Vincent's Toten, North Dakota, states 800 to
width
one
and
half
a
miles long. Lewiston. Idaho, for Garfield, Wash.,
and
block.
were
Esterino Napoleon
They
Indians are destitute and on the
Hospital last night and carried off
On the ground are several distinct on the Northern Pacific train to visit
Mrs.
and
S.
Ribera.
Felipe
of
Market
starvation.
Hogs
verge
Receipts 2,0"i0.
eight or ten sacks of flour.
iron lodges which carrv ore which his sons. "I was born 2.1 miles west
five higher. Bulk $S.5o'(!
to
Mr. XaiK)leon died of lung trouble
'steady
62 percent metallic iron, be- - 01 tnillicothe, Mo.," hatd Mr. Clark,
S.S0; heavy $8.75 !g 8. 85; packers and
at the age of 21 years. He contracted averages
05
l
sides valuable, silver-ledeposits as-- ''noarlyin years ago, and crossed the butchers $S.C01i R.80; light $S.::of;:
the disease while serving in the savins: from $V to SCO to the
an ox wagon to Walla Walla,
ton. The plains
s.Tii; pigs $7.C0(g S.
United States navy, it is said, and
has been examined by iron Wash., in 1SC5. I remained in the
ground
made a brave fight to overcme its men from the
Masabi range in Minne- Walla Walla valley for several years,
ravages. He was unmarried and is sota and
The New Mexican Printing compronounce it as being and then removed to Idaho, homethey
survived by his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
now
is
what
has prepared civil and criminal
coun
the
Latah
pany
steading
in
value
ore
to the
found in
Nicholas Napoleon of this city. The equal
ty, poor farm near Moscow, over 40 dockets especially for the use of justhat
place.
funeral will take place at 2 p. m. toyears ago. I lived there 14 years, tices of the peace. They are especialhe and his cohorts will introduce morrow
REMARKABLE TECHNIC,
as Mr. Napoleon was a
and
and removed to Wallowa county, Ore., ly ruled, with printed headings, in
inAND GRACE, HAS YAW. Santa Claus for your favorable
member of the National Guard special WATER WHEEL FOR
near Enterprise, where I have lived either Spanish or English, made of
ANY WATER DEPTH. until the last few weeks. I have sold good record paper,
To be acknowledged as the greatest spection. Flanked by a lot of pretty honors will be paid his memory. A
strongly and dura lot of good music, and some
girls,
enhonor
is
an
call
for
farm in Oregon and am now
a
life
of
my
the
with
back and
leather
in any walk of
ably
meeting
bound,
guardsmen
excellent comedians, they will pre- is
to the Palouse country to rent covers and canvas sides, hall full
announced elsewhere in this issue. Five Folding Paddle Device is Invenjoyed by but a favored few. At first sent Sloane & Ranken's pretty musica section of wheat land. I have seen Index in front and the fees of justices
tion of Washington Men PadMrs. Ribera died of a complication
glance, it would seem that the mere al play for your delectation in a way of diseases. She was born
dles
and
Close.
many trains in my life, but I had of the peace and constables printed
In
Santa
Open
of such a position is a
that should excite your admiration. Fe
never ridden on one before. I brought In full on the first page. The page3
in a
is
husband
and
her
employed
looks
one
more
was.
TTiis
nHHitv
n.iisirnl
the
but
matu.- of luck,
a man along with me who has trav- are 10
inches. These books are
on
barber
12.
San
Francisco
new
A
street,
Feb.
Wash.,
8nP
Spokane,
last
this
into the secret of anyone's fame, the presented in
oddity
eled on the cars before.
Surviv-fromade up in civil and criminal dockets,
Sne
liad
run
in
nianv
which
will
water
belief
wheel,
to
any
the
constrained
one
and
is
move
received unstinted praise
year
her are her husband and four depth of water, and which can be manseparate of 32 pages each, or with
all who attended the perform-- j
that this qualification comes only
both civil and criminal bound in one
at. about the same rate per
The
will
children.
funeral
take
ufactured
and
place
hard
work,
name
was
of
and
their
hard,
ances,
after years
legion. Or
Til
ivriivi
a
h
tnniAi'wnir
t
ii
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
as
111.
i'q.
LUII
has
IV1IIU1
11UIU
a
tllC VI
horsepower
J.
gasoline engine,
more often at the cost of privations Taking it all in all it was said to be
criminal. To inUoduce them they are
a very commendable production and thedral. Manager Hanson, of the been invented by W. B. Campbell, J.
untold.
offered at the following prices
C. Hunter and W. N. Simons of
WOOL MARKET.
The works of Shakespeare, the vic- assurances are such that the present Wagner Undertaking Establishment,
Civil or Criminal
arwill
$2.75
of
have
the
Wash.
funeral
wheel
Each
made
is
St.
efcharge
one
a
ish,
12.
and
Feb.
contains
Louis.
Wool
is
up
many
uncharigreplica,
tories of Washington, the wonders
of five folding paddles. These paddles ed territory and western mediums Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
fected and perfected by Edison, and of the clever people that were in last rangements.
For 45 cents additional for a single
cases the realization of any season's company.
in
or 55 cents additional for a
docket,
frrom a scenic
The production
great ambition has been accomplished
combination
docket, tbey will be sent
ofcan
is
to
all
that
be
said
standpoint
by strenuous efforts and struggles,
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
ten bordering on desperation. Ellen be desired, and many novel features
'
full must accompany
order. State
f
Beach Yaw is no exception to this have been added to bring the piece
Dlainly whether English or Spanish
rule. Today she is acknowledged the right up to date, and make it an enprinted heading is wanted.
greatest of American coloratura so- tertainment as unusual as it is atpranos, this position being due to her tractive. Ross Snow and Wm. Camhard conscientious work during the eron, the two prinoipal comedians,
WOODY'S HACK LINE
last few years together with the puri- are still with the organization, and a
ty and sweetness of her natural voice, young American prima donna, with a
From
and its beautiful quality. It is true very fine high soprano voice, and
very pleasing to look upon is playing
one must be possessed of a
BARRANCA
TO TAOS
foundation for the building of such a the leading feminine role. The rest
Meets Both North
South
superb voice, and this foundation, of the cast is said to be entirely up
with an indomitable will and an ar- to the standard, and judging from the
Bounds Trains.
tistic temperament is all that Miss "avorable criticisms received in the
cities
that
have
Yaw possessed.
At her first public
played recently
they
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
appearance the phenomenal range of the company is in for a record breakthe north bound train and arrives at
her voice (her highest note being E ing engagement.
Taos at 7 p. m.
No doubt many remember Sloane's
in altissimo) was most freely comTen miles shorter than any other
mented on. Today her remarkable pretty music with which the piece
way. Good covered hack and good
as
to
it appeals
all classes
technic, her perfect phrasing and the abounds,
teams.
ease and grace of her singing are in- of music lovers, and has sound melodic
virtues.
Sloane
Mr.
EPas ;
has given us.
comparable.
veiy T3a.i3a.g- dene to Ma-ce
from
to
time
musical
time,
many
eeajer
"Some are born great, some achieve
gems, but never so many in one opera
greatness and some have greatness as
Trip
are found in "The Gingerbread
thrust upon them." A combination of Man."
the three sentiments of Shakespeare
9
are peculiarly applicable to Miss Yaw.
ENGLISH LADY
There
will
be
an
entire change of
Without doubt this famous diva was
tomorrow
pictures
Program
night.
born to be great; by dint of hard work
Glad to hear of a few pupils
she has achieved greatness, and now as follows: "Galley Slave," "Seat in
that she has reached the topmost rung Balcony," "On Banks of River,"
for German or French
in the world of sopranos, she will "Brought to Terms," and "Making it
Box
446,
SautaFeN. M,
most certainly have more greatness, Pleasant." These are said to be very
which is her just due, thrust upon her. good pictures. Remember the show
starts promptly at eight.
ECLAIR CHORUS.
Do you believe in Santa Claus?
In the Gingerbread Man at the Elks Theater Toniaht.
$3.50 Recipe
"The Gingerbread Man" Company
This question may he a little out of
totrain
season, but whether you do or wheth- will arrive on the
er you don't you will probably be night and the curtain will be held unKidneys,
open and close as lhe force of the cur- - 25f(28; fine mediums 20i24; fine 12
NOTES FHSHINGTON
convinced when "The- Gingerbread til nine o'clock. This is said to be
is applied and taken away, and It 21.
rent
Man" comes to town, and he is due the best comic opera company that
as a result the wheel may be used
Relieves Urinary and Kidney
LIVESTOCK.
here tonight at the Elks theater when will be here this season.
Washington, Feb. 11. That jeal- either as an overshot, an undershot,
12.
Feb.
Cattle
Chicago,
Receipts Troubles. Backache Straining.
ousy exists between the senate com- or a turbin, and either partly or en- 2.000.
Market weak. Beeves $4.40
on public lands and the sen- tirely submerged.
mittee
The
invention
Swelling, Etc.
ius
SANTA FE WOMEN
SAN ANTONIO'S PROGRESS
ate committee on irrigation became been demonstrated before several en- - 7.S0; Texas steers $4(8 5.10; western
Steers $4.23(f6: stockers and feeders
IN MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP.
STRANDED IN MEXICO.
apparent in the Senate yesterday in gineers and each of them has praised $3.75?i5.40: cows and heifer
Stops Pain in the Bladder,
connection with an effort to obtain the it highly. It is the intention of these
5.85; calves $7 9;
Anxious to Come Back Where They Texas Metropolis Owns a Street Pavadoption of a resolution from the men to commence the manufacture of
Kidneys and Back.
Have Relatives One is Seventy-THogs
ing Plant and Will Buy Out
Receipts 18.000. Market
lands committee calling on the the wheels immediately, and the first
public
wo
Years Old.
stead
L, nt $g
Water Supply Co.
nnll
nrt
secretary of the interior for a state nr.A
"
Wouldn't- it lxt nlctt within n week or xo to
" ra oroyfzii avt nmalr
(a 9.02
$8.659.05 ; rough boKin
San Antonio, Texas. Feb. 12. Al- ment showing the.probable expense of completed"V
to sity noodbye forever to the
it will be used in the big $8.C0 8.75; heavy
tne
to
choice
El
Paso
good
Herald:
"Two
or tho frequent
bays
heavy
ready in the possession of its own
to ae-- , $8.759.05; pigs $7.G0(fi 8.75; bulk of passage of urine:straining,
wasn.,
tho forehead iin.l the
laKima,
women ot Mexican
parentage but street paving plant this city may take tern plated and in course of construc- velope power for
the
aehes;
urowiiiK muscle
irrigation purposes. saIes $g.858.95.
American birth, are stranded in Juar
weakness; spots before the
yellow
to acquire its water supply. The tion.
skin: sluiiKish bowels: swolleneyes;
ez and in much distress. The women steps
eyelids or
Sheep
Receipts 2,500. Market ankles; le
with the San Ancontract
unnHturiil
present
cramps;
short
The
which
resolution
was
finally
came from the City of Mexico Sun tonio
sleeplessnessand thedespondeney.
western breath;
steady. Native $5.400.75;
Water Supply Company, a St. adopted was presented by Heyburn WIRELESS WIZARD HEARS
I have recipe for these troubles
that
where
you
the
FARAWAY MESSAGE. $4.506.85;
younger one, Mrs
day,
$7.25!? S.40; can depend on, and if you want to take
yearlings
a
Mo., corporation, will expire in- whose request for immediate considerMaria S. Duro de Caballero, was de Louis,
ooirht
to
you
write
western
recovery,
lambs,
and
native
quick
$6.75 itet a
$0.759;
copy of tt. Many a doctor would
serted by her husband a few weeks side of two years and in all proba- ation was promptly met by Senator Son of
9.
chari-Moore of Washyon $3.90 just for writing this presmeanCarter, chairman of the irrigation
ago. The other woman is Mrs. Ana bility steps will be taken in the
hut I have it and w ill be glad to
Heard
Honolulu
ington
12. Cattle
Kansas
Re- cription,
Feb.
Calling
committime
City,
A
to
It
send
to
the
buy
you entirely free, Just drop ire a
property.
committee with a motion to refer the
tasio G. de Duro, mother of Mrs. Ca
like
line
Point
Cal.
A. K. Robinson. K 1247
this:
Loma,
100
200,
,
tee
ceipts
including
southern; Luck Bui lillns:. I'r.
of twenty-oneto consist of the resolution to the committee on irriballero. She is in feeble health
Detroit. Mich., and
will
Market
steers
Native
$5.25
steady.
aldermanic
send
it
return
In a plain envelope.
nine
mail
citizens,
by
body and
to her age, which is 72 years.
gation.
As you will see when yon sret it. this recipe
steers
southern
,7.25;
12.
Feb.
Frank
Spokane, Wash.,
$4.506.25; contains
"The women were assisted in reach- has been appointed by Mayor
only pure food, harmless remedies,
Mr. Carter contended that the matMoore of Walla Walla, Wash., son of southern cows $34.75; native cows but It has a great healing and pain conquerand will go into the matter
ing El Paso by the American Benevo
was
one over which the irrigation
ter
power.
and
ing
heifers
stockers
and
$2.806;
lent Society of Mexico City and are without delay.
It will
show Its power once you
committee had complete jurisdiction former Governor Files C. Moore, who feeders S3.755.7o:
bulls $4(fl5.05: use It. so quickly
think you had better see what it
A great deal of complaint has been
very anxious to reach Santa Fe
Is
has
one
of the most completely equip- calves $49; western steers $4.73
and that it would lead to confusion to
without delay. will send you a copy
free you can
where they have relatives. They are heard recently regarding the water divide the work. He said his comuse It and cine yourself at
western cows $35.25.
pec private wireless stations in the
borne"
entirely without funds and obliged to supply, one of them coming from the mittee was in possession of all the
country, says that on the morning of
sleep in the police court room at city's fire department which charges
demanded
and added February 3, a few minutes after mid-- '
Juarez. As they are American citi- that the company does not keep the information
that he could send to Mr. Heyburn night, he heard Honolulu calling to
WELL-TO.R- R
zens the Juarez officials feel that El pressure high
E A TTTOMORTLTC
in the mains for in fifteen minutes all the information
uai.
lxma
appar.point
Paso people should ' assist them in its purposes, enough
ioma,
MAIL
U.
S.
AND
PASSENGER
ROUTE.
contract
the
although
requested by the resolution.
ently could not "get" Honolulu. For
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906,
reaching their destination.
at
Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Savin
They with the city makes this a stipulation.
ing
as
such
"I
want
information
don't
half an hour after midnight all wirewent into Mexico from the United It has been difficult to
Agenta for the Buick, Pope Toledo, Passengers over 30 house between
fight fires the senator may select; I shall wait less instruments were silent while the
States only a few months ago."
these points over any other route.,
and Kissel Automobiles.
breaking out in the more distant and on the report of the committee," re- Point Loma
and Honolulu government
l igher sections of the city because the
Shortest route between Roswell and Full equipment of modern Cars In
sponded Mr. Heyburn promptly.
stations tried to talk. The commer
service securing comfort to passenengines had to practically suck the
Mr. Carter's resolution to refer was cial station at Walla Walla could hear "e
e;os Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous
water out of the mains, instead of be- defeated 20 to 39 and the resolution
and expert Chaufa11
anta
P0,nts ln the E3'
eand
Point Loma but not Honolulu. Paul f
feurs in charge of every car. Seat
u uiieretnea ana mould know
aided by the pressure the water is
ing
r
New
and
Western
information
Va,ley
for
was adopted. Hackett, another Walla Walla ama- - :anc,a
about the wonderful
calling
reserved on Auto by applying to
MARVELWhirlingSpray supposed to be under.
operator, was with Moore and 1C'
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
edition
ot the 1909 heard the Honolulu message. The dis-- !
The Spanish
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at
Oil coiiven- oniM
e.'.'S!. 'W
or to Roswell Auto Co., Roi.
Railway,
lent. It cleaiiaes
LaGrippe pains that pervade the en- Laws of New Mexico are now ready tance to Point Loma is
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
unaianuy.
1,100 miles
veil. New Mexico.
tire
Kl
system,
Price: Paper cover. overland. The
Abe your dragirlitforlt.
Paso and all points on Rock Island
LaGrippe coughs that for delivery.
60 lbs. Any
Baggage allowance
uu
ji oAnnui
rack and strain, are quickly cured bv $3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep. in an air line isdistance to Honolulu Railway.
ji
M A It V K I.,supply
a
r
itk.
both
2,600
In
miles.
amount of baggage can be carried
Other, but apnd tauiD for
'W
I
Foley's
and
20
Tar.
cents
I3 mildly
Honey
$4.00, plus
aLeave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv by notifying Company at Roswell.
lllliatrattid hook waled. Tt crivM m. 1
postage. Address instances amateur distance records
fill! nartlnnlnm and direntinim In. VVff
safe and certain in results. Sold all orders to The New Mexican Print are thought to be broken
yalnable to ladles. MAKVKLt O.
this
by
44 Eu.t BSd Street. HEW XOSLK.
by all druggists.
Ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
three-quarte-
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Territorial Engineer Vernon
L. Sullivan Announces
His Action

Are coming down and we are

always the first to let youknow it
Bananas, per doz
Fresh Kansas eggs, dz.37
Fresh Estancia eggs, dz..40c
50c
Freeh City eggs, doz
Butter, Mervitfs Best,
75c
per lb. 40c, 2 lbs
Butter, Creamery, good
35c
per lb

liail

Harrington

35c

o

j

lbg

0ne pourul new
Raisins

new crop, per dz. 25c
Grapefruit, new crop, 10c
$1.10
each, per doz
Oranges, per doz. ..25 to 55c
Fine celery. 2 bunches ..15c

(

j
)

(

)

Extra

Good
Tomatoes,
No. 3's, 2 for

25c
Sweet Corn, per can . .10c
15 to 35c
Canned Fruits,
10, 15, 20, 25c
Salmon
Columbian Milk, 3 for
1.00
25c, thirteen for
Green Chile. 3 for 25c,

j

j
(

j
j
j
j
j

thirteen for
Walnuts, per lb. . ..20c
Ripe Olives, pt. can . ..20c
Turnips, beets, carrots,
4c
per lb
$1-0-

0

1909

10c
s,

14

25c

5c. lb.

Cabbage and Parsnips,
4c
per lb
25c
Nine bars Teepe Soap
Seven bars Diamond C,
25c
Soap
Six bars Pearl White
25c
Soap
14
Hardwater Castile
25c
Soap
Three Dutch Cleansers. . .25c
Nos. 1 and 2 Lamp Chim- "T.15c
neys, 2 for

F. ANDREWS

PteSo. 1

25c

.

Sweet Potatoes

5c. lb.

Grant Board Given Rights That
Will Result in Construction

2

Seeded

$1.45,

Phone

ROUND

Si 4

iJIThs great
--

I

!

Minor City Topics.
(Continued

0ne ,)0und Cleaned
100
rants
Rest patent Flour. sk...$1.65
preSh corn Meal. 24 lbs.. 65c
potatoeSj cwt.
lbs

FIRST

LOSES

2

75c

Bates, new and fresh,

j
)

coffee,

lt)S

j

JONES

75c

lbs

vhite House
j
j

coffee,

present prepared to introduce
testimony to ishow the exact amount
ana character of Guggenheim holdings
in Alaska. The claim has been made
that the Guggenheims were striving
for the control of Alaskan coal and
niirWiVal lllllHc VQitl.rt.lflt.
linn..
..ji.i.u. .u.iuu, luiiuaus cti'U uutn JUlCD
and that the Cunningham group of
coal claims was
identified
closely
with the Guggenheim interests. Daily
sessions will be held for a time at
least.

Baking Powder

w&u

vi uis country
used in millions of

(III
$M

homes never
failed

From Hage Two.)

Remember Valentine Day February
Weltmer has them.
Roswell Woman Dies of Hiccoughs
of Big Reservoir.
iirs. jane uoie of Roswell, died a
few days ago of a violent fit of hicTerritorial Engineer Vernon L. coughs.
Sullivan this afternoon announced his
Artesian Well at Yeso Report has
Las Vegas it that artesian water has been struck
decision in the Jones,
grant board and .1. D. Hand applica- at Yeso in the Gama valley in Guations for the waters of the Gallinas, dalupe county.
and
Woman's Board of Trade The WoSappello, Pecos, Pecos Arroyo
Sanguijela, four large irrigation pro- man's Board of Trade will meet in
jects over which there has been bit- regular session at the library on Monter controversy. He rejects the ap- day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Wires Down The Western Union
plications of A. A. Jones for his
great irrigation project on the Pres- wires were down this afternoon, curton Beck grant in Guadalupe county, tailing the telegraphic report of the
because no actual survey has been Associated Press to the New Mexican.
ever made of the project, that the
Board of Trade Meeting Monday
'
lines presented are impractical and The Board of Trade will hold its regunfeasible, that the water rights ular meeting on MonGay evening at
sought conflict with the U. S. Recla- Hie offices of the Santa Fe Water and
mation Service and Territorial Carey Light Company.
JAct filings for the Lake Urton pro- Coronado Hotpl Attention is rnll- ject on the Pecos. The application e() tQ the chang of advertisement of
of the Las Vegas grant board is ap the Hotel Coronado.
Proprietor Her-rer- a
'
proved for the Gallinas, Sanguijela
announces that hot meals will
and Pecos Arroyo but rejected for the be served from noon on.
Sapello.
Carpenters Want Better Wages
One application of J. D. Hand for , It.
,ai jjeuieis I'liiuu 01 Aiouquerthe waters of the Sapello is approv- que will
next week demand a higher '
ed, the other is rejected, because the wage scale from contractors.
The
o'clock in the
rights sought, are already covered by present scale is fifty cents an hour. row afternoon at three D.
Jose
Sena, the
office
of
Mayor
the first application.
New Bank for Albuquerque Carl'
are urged to
All
members
chairman.
It is certain that an appeal will bejH. Smith of Lincoln, 111., and W. S.
taken to the territorial board of water Dunham of Atlanta, III., intend to in-- , attend.
commissioners and from them to the corporate a new national bank with
POSTAL DISTRIBUTING
courts. The rights involved are very large capitalization at Albuquerque.
STATION IN SPOKANE.
Committee The inextensive and cover a number of big
Inauguration
counmeet
with
Mora
will
form
committee
auguration
projects all the way
Spokane, Wash., Feb. 12. Notice
on
ty down to the Chaves county bound- the heads of thq
been received by Postmaster W.
has
ary along the Pecos and its tributar- Monday afternoon at four o'clock in iP. Edris of Spokane, trom tne tnira
the office of Supreme Clerk Jose D. nssistant.
ies.
at
nostmaster general
Sena.
Arrested for Contempt.
D. .C, confirming the es- Washington,
New Mexico Central Terminals :toi,lichmont nf a nnstal rtisti'irniting
The mounted police reported today
.
.
Xew Mexico Central has taken,
the arrest of Seborn Xesbitt at Estan-- 1 The
e
nffif fnr the
1" "
.... 4U.
J.J lur itfi - OLClllUl.
P tyytx c(.to
cta, on the charge of contempt of up in ujhiuu uu muu neeueu
nf Washing
.m00
minals at Albuquerque, which int
court. A fine of $25 was imposed.
r.nmnAI
antra
KliXl US,
TOT
tuvc
OLaiiiiJcu
IOn
pUbLfcll
cates that the Albuquerque
Eastern
A
No Cases Will Be Argued.
and newsrjaner
"wrappers.
Innps
be
will
constructed.
4t the meating of the supreme court
on February 28, no casts will be arImportant D. A. R. Meeting The now en route. The date of the open- of the American Revolution ing of the new ofnce wm be regu
to
meets
court
The
Daughters
gued.
merely
will meet at 4 o'clock Monday after- - latfij nv tne ability of the govern
hand down opinions.
noon at the home of Mrs. Prince. A ment to complete the preliminary
attendance is desired as the an- - tails. The order is the first of its
GUGGENHEIM AND THE
ALASKA COAL LANDS. nual election of officers will take kina ever issued for a western city
and is an experiment for the postal
Washington, Feb. 12. When the place.
-'
districts west of the Rocky
ToBallinger-Pincho- t
Meets
Committee
Decoration
committee resumes
committee tains, and means that postoffices of
its sessions on Monday, it is said a
The decoration
re
representative of Daniel Guggenheim for the inauguration will meet tomor- - this state, large and small, will
!
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Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.
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Received the highest award
at Chicago World's Fair
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ceive their supplies through the lo
cal office instead of from wasning- ton. The plan has been under consideration since December l, and was
recommended by Congressman Miles
Poindexter of Spokane and Postmas

ter Edris.

j

Y VUDCW HCKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Red Phone 100

WMpf
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EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

at

Prop

Baggies and Saddle Horses

;

moun-morro-

THREE

MORE VICTIMS
OF EXPLORATION FOUND.

12. The
Feb.
Trinidad, Colo.,
bodes of three more victims of the explosion in the main Primero mine

were recovered last night, the first
since February 5. The number of
bodies recovered is now 62. One
recovered last night was identified as
James Rummings, an American. State
E. V. Brake
Labor Commissioner
went to Priero today to conduct an
Un colector y
Buena oportunidad para un
hombre proprio. Aplique a la Singer
Sewing Machine Co., en la ciudad.
SE NECESITA

ven-dedo-

us

V'"

Tailoring Department

11

White and Fancy Vests

lvW'- -

We have a splendid showing of WHITE

Tailoring is smart a good cutter is an artist
A cutter may cut the cloth to your dimensions
but sometime a man's dimensions are out of
proportion or deformed Then What?
A good cutter if necessary, improves on
nature by his art; he makes up for what
nature left undone. If nature slighted you
in any way leave it to our cutter. If nature
hasn't cut you out for a rich man we can
remedy that to some extent making you
look rich in one of our new suits at a low
price. The Spring fabrics are now in.
Suitings and Trouserirg aid Vesting from
some of the best looms of the world.

1

VESTS worn on all occassions. Swell, arn't
they? Single breasted made from best
washable materials cut exactly right and
handsome as can be. Wear a v hite vest if
you want to keep up with the procession

PRICES
$1.25, $2.00, $2.50 & $3.50
FANCY VESTS

PRICES

AfancyVestis always right. It

looking and always be worn by a good
dressers. Let us show you the new ones
in Worsted, Fancy Wool and Silks; all new

!

$20.00 to $50.00 per suit
Trousers from $4.50 to $10.00

From

Come take a look at our fancy patterns. No
fancy prices here.

i

patterns,

PRICES

j

$2.00, $2,50, $3.50,

THIS AD WILL BE OP
INTEREST TO SMART

4.00

and $5.00: v

This store is the home of
HART SCHAPFNER &

nT?PSCJ,7T7

MARX clothes.

f.
H.J
n

I

is rich

NATHAN
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SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
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WATER RIGHTS

12,

TIIE SANTA F NEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE,

1910.

ANDUM

CONSERVATION

(ee) Referring to the decisions of
the United States courts in regard to
water rights, our attention is directed to the case of Lux v. Haggin. 69

Calif., and 10 Pac. Rep. 674, in which
Tributaries-Br- ief the court held that the common law
rule of riparian rights and not that
Notes.
of prior appropriation is the law as
to all rights that have vested; and
the sovereign right of statehood, may the court further held that the rule
(By A. R. Manby, Taos, X. M.)
A few important problems dealing" not dissipate the chief resources ct prior appropriation only applied as
with irrigation in the Rio Grande (which is the. water) of this minor, between claimants to a share of the
and pay its debts to Texas and Mex- public right.
valley and its tributaries, showing
In 69 Calif. 25.",, the court said that
how public and private property is at-- ico with the property of its ward
fected by tlie proposed policy of the which will have the effect of pre- the right of a riparian proprietor to
United States Reclamation Service venting this Territory from coming the flow of a stream is inseparably
as opposed to the laws of Spain and! into the Union on an equal footing annexed to the soil. Use does not
Mexico which rights were guaranteed with the original states. (Vide the create, disuse does not and cannot deun- Constitution.)
stroy or suspend it.
by the United States government
It is admitted that ConEighth.
der the treaty of '4S.
Referring to 10 Pac. Rep. 722, the
First. That the total acreage con- gress, under Article four (4) of the court declares that when the United
the Constitution, has power to make all States conveys its rights to the soil,
templated to be irrigated under hunneedful rules and regulations in re- it also conveys with it the
one
about
is
Rio Grande project
right to the
dred and ninety thousand (190,000) gard to the public domain, but there water, and the holder of a patent beacres of land, partly in Mexico and is no authority by which Congress comes the owner and the government
may use the public funds to develop by such patent has ceased to be the
Texas, requiring a maximum supply
and private property and at the same owner.
hundred
As to
three
about
of
only
of time confiscate or niafte comparative- waters, Congres has
nothing to do
eighty thousand (380,000) acre feetto a
ly valueless both public and private with them beyond the
water per annum, to be applied
rights of the
property (vide Article 13 of the Con- United States as a riparian
beneficial use.
proprietor
Rio
stitutional
Amendment),
Second. That the flow of the
together which are the same as o:'ier riparian
Grande over a period of ten (10) with the inherent rights of water proprietors.
of more
(Included with and '!:; nring on the
years, shows an average flow annum pertaining to land, and which, if utilized, might reasonably make the foregoing decisions we must consider
acre
feet
million
per
than one
while in some years, not included in lands of the upper valleys worth not the treaty between the United States
the above estimate, there is shown to less than two hundred million dol- and Mexico in 1818, wherein the Unibe a flow of nearly two and a half lars (?200,000,000). Certainly, no ted States sacredly guarantees, under
economy can result in practically de- this treaty, to protect the rights of
million acre feet.
Third. Notwithstanding the fact stroying property to the above amount property therein ceded, under the
no by building this doubtful project at laws, usages and customs of
that the territorial law holds thatmore
Spain
or
Engle in the forelorn hope of the gov- and Mexico. Which Article VI of tho
appropriate
person may claim
benefiernment
water than he can apply to a
ultimately
economizing Constitution declares shall be the
cial use, the employes of the Reclama- some two or three million dollars at supreme law of the land.)
Eleventh. Leaving the legal status
tion Service are attempting to with- the expense of the lands pertaining to
hold over three times as much water its ward as well as those of landed for an inquiry into the conditions of
nature, which it is essential to conas they require or can apply to a proprietors.
beneficial use under their project, and
Ninth. Without entering into the sider in order to intelligently underfor
continue to oppose applications
merits, pro and con, in regard to the stand this proposition, we find that
more than one thousand acre feet of treaty of the United States with Mex- the Rio Grande derives its water supwater by any one applicant from the ico in 1907, wherein this government ply from numberless natural lakes or
upper valleys cf the Rio Grande.
obligates itself to deliver sixty thou- reservoirs at the heads of its manv
Fourth. The supreme court of the sand (00,000) acre feet of water an- tributaries. In this nature is nsKitort
United States has repeatedly held nually at the Mexican line, this obli- by the forests that in turn attract and
that this government holds its lands gation might still be fulfilled without retain moisture, so that all additional
in a territory, not as a sovereign, but oijr government combining the de- artificial reservoirs built at the heads
as a landed proprietor, on exactly velopment of private enterprises with of these tributaries which have for
tne same footing as do other private national obligations, thereby embar- their object the conservation and de- owners of land. (Vide 18 Fed. Rep. rassing this government and inciden- velopment of water, and the planting
of trees or fruit orchards, should be
772). Admitting then the status of tal dwarfing and making valueless
equality in landed proprietorship, the territorial and private, property that encouraged by the government in the
question then arises, may the govern- might reasonably be made worth two upper valleys, as of direct benefit not
ment, consistently with the above, be hundred million dollars ($200,000,000) only to the section where they are
favored by any special class legisla- solely for the purpose and in the for- located but to the lower country as
tion over its neighbors equally pro- lorn hope of economizing some frac- well, inasmuch as the surmlv of
water will
uniformly increased at
prietors of land, and attempt to with- tional part of the outlay to be ex- all seasons be
of the year and the flood
to
can
it
than
water
apply
draw more
pended on the Rio Grande project
a beneficial use under its contem- aforesaid, and at the same time sub- waters will be controlled which now
rush out
one uncontrollable and
plated project near Engle, aforesaid. jecting the United States government destructive intorrent
to the ocean, with
to
resultcurrent
claims
endless
for
of
a
matter
is
damages
Fifth. It
out
as is now the
anyone,
benefitting
confiscation
of
from
private rights case.
lmowledge that the Rio Grande peri- ing
which
the
the
States
on
United
government
went
reaching
dry
odically
Twelfth. The state of Colorado, it
sand beds of Las Cruces, long prior guaranteed to protect, under the laws,
to any water being taken out for the customs and usages of Spain and is claimed, has been enriched one hundred million
dollars (f 100,000,000)
irrigation projects of the upper val- Mexico, by value of its treaty o' '48.
annum as the result of irrigation
under
per
was
nation
this
and
Tenth.
To
that
these
what
understand
leys,
no obligation under the treaty of '48 rights are, we must refer to the laws accomplished by private enterprises,
to cure the defects of nature and deny of Spain and Mexico. On referring which first directed the attention of
to its inhabitants the use of waters to the laws of the former government the government to the question of
lying entirely within its own domain. it will be found in El Reglamiento irrigation in the arid regions of the
However, as a matter of fact, the General, published 1761, relating to southwest.
New Mexico has the same, if not
crops in the vicinity of Juarez, Old the ownership and measurement of
Mexico, are secured long before the' waters and grants thereof, being a greater cossibilities. and it Is to be
of the old ordinances hoped that the government will not
irrigation season commences in the recopiiation
upper valleys, and it frequently hap- and decrees of the Spanish kings and discourage private enterprises but
will confine itself within the law to
pens that these crops are lost in the cortes, it is decreed as follows:
lower valleys of Texas and Mexico,
(a) According to feudal and canon- the larger undertakings that are not
not on account of shortage of water ical rights, waters and lands, and within the scope of small capital; and
in the Rio Grande, but owing to the forests in their application are con- it is further hoped that the enthuspresence of too much uncontrollable ceded to belong to the king, our iasm of government employes of the
Reclamation Service may be confined
water in the spring of the year which Catholic monarch.
washes out the brush dams and head-gateThat the king alone, and no to these larger projects without preju(b)
of the Mexican residents in other, has the' disposition
of the dice to the smaller undertakings of
those sections, and which cannot be waters, and that
are the citizens of the United States who
in a spirit of public enterprise are
repaired until the river subsides; and void and of no value.
should this condition continue through
These most efficient decisions show striving their utmost to improve and
the spring months (at which time we most clearly all the power, guidance build up this country. In fact, this
are not using the water in the upper and jurisdiction of his majesty in the was the key-notof President Roose
valleys), their crops are lost, not ow- use of water. Senor Don Juan Solo-zano- velt's message to Congress on Decem
ing to the shortage of water, but to
in reviewing this position, con- ber 3rd, 1901, on which the Reclama
the presence of too much uncontroll-abl- cludes with the same doctrine, that tion Act was based, and as a legiti
water, as aforesaid, which facts the granting' of waters remains in mate consequence the enterprise of
are substantially confirmed in a dis- the kings where they have existed in citizens should receive the full sun- patch to the Albuquerque Sun, as fol- the absolute and despotic ownership port and sympathy of this government
lows:
of the sovereign, and that no one in their endeavors to build tin and
"El Paso, Sept. 17, 1908. Engineer shall presume that the. waters are enrich the nation.
In conclusion, let us always keen
Mendolia who is in charge of the work public or common, except as to perof
the Mexican side of sonal and domestic uses, indemnified before us the ruling of the sunreme
the Rio Grande near Juarez, has in the general freedom that permit- court of the United States repeated
made a report of his work, in which ted anybody to take out as much wat- again and again, namely, that this is
he says that the encroachment of the er as he wished in the aid of his do- a government by law and not man,
stream on the banks on that side mestic requirements only. Insisting and the executive officers of the
have been effectually stopped, and on the principal assumption and its government may not substitute their
with proper precaution the work be- legitimate consequences, it is deduct- will and opinion for the law.
(Note). In view of the. claim that
ing completed will last for fifty years. ed that no person snatl conduct the
"The engineer predicts that the waters from the beds of the rivers for the titles to lands within this Terri
lands along the river on the Mexican the purpose of irrigation, particular- tory not vested in grants and private
side are now free from overflow, and ly in the dominion of New Spain, ownership is held by the federal govhe says these lands which are rich in where his majesty has conceded the ernment in trust, however, for this
fertility have been so completely re- clearest and most ample faculties to Territory until such time as it may
claimed that they may be cultivated their excellencies the viceroys and assume the sovereign right of statein future without fear of damage by presidents of the royal audiences in hood, if such Uien is the status, it is
floods."
New Spain, who in conformity with not clear how this minor may dis
Sixth. It is repeatedly stated in the expressed authority may make pose of its own limited rights to
nigh circles that the Rio Grande pro- grants of lands and waters, as prop- land and water much' less attempt to
ject is impracticable owing to the erty belonging to the royal crown. dispose of private property rights
In the granting of land, it is con which the United States government
presence of thirty per cent of silt in
this
the river at
point, and that the ceded that the waters go therewith, has solemnly obligated and bound itreservoir, if ever built, woulrt in a and be considered a part thereof, as self to protect under international
few years be filled up and thrown out the fruits of said lands so granted. treaties.
of commission, and in the meantime
(c) Referring to the modifications
it is also alleged by competent au- of the aforesaid Spanish laws later BARBERS IN COLORADO
MUST BE SOBER.
thority that no solid construction adopted by Mexico we find that they
Denver, Colo., Feb. 12. Drunkencan be built to withstand the shock are as follows:
of water, pack ice and debris hurled
Water may be navigable or non-- ness and immorality are bars to the
a
from
of
it
about
drainage
against
If navigable, no one can practice of the trade of shaving and
navigable.
forty thousand (40,000) square miles, take possession of them in such man haircutting, according to the action of
and that in the event this huge dam ner as to impede or obstruct naviga- A. F. Browns, Phil Strubel and J. T.
should go out, the loss to life and tion, but if
the own- Brooks, the board of barbers' examproperty would be irreparable; where- ers of the land through which they iners. An advertisement signed by
as, all the irrigation projects of the pass may make use of them for the them, warns air employers that they
upper valleys present no such draw- benefit of their lands, without preju- are not to hire one J. A. MitrhfH.
backs and impracticable features as dice to the towns who have applied who, they allege, has been guilty of
those above stated, but are all small, them along their course. Every own tne said vices.
feasible projects that are thoroughly er may take .the waters , that pass
Sore Lungs and Raw Lungs.
practicable, and enterprising citizens through his land for the purpose of
Most people know the feeling, and
behind the same should receive all irrigation, and may open ditches, con
the assistance and
of struct canals and reservoirs or other the miserable state of ill health it inthe government in the furtherance of works to carry the water to his es dicates. All people should know that
their plans, in the upbuilding of the tate, provided that he does not deprive Foley's Honey and Tar, the greatest
country.
another owner of his water used in throat and luns remedy, will quickly
Seventh. It is also stated on high Irrigation his land.
cure the soreness and cough and reauthority that the United States as
(d) That no person shall trespass store a normal condition. Ask for
trustee and guardian for this Terri- upon another's property In
of Foley's Honey and Tar. Sold by all
' pursuit (
tory until such time as it may assume water.
druggists.

As Applied to the Rio Grande and Its
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PACE NINE.
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s
he was also popular, his reputation cannon. Garrard speaks of the
form.
in
as
hexagonal
even
remarkable
for courage being
STORY OF
Well Armed.
among that class of daring men. He
Around the walls in the second
was tirelessly active in prosecuting
the aims of his trade, making fre- stories of the bastions hung sabers
T quent trips to the camps of the vari- and great heavy lances with long
ous tribes with which he, and later carp blades. These were intended
his company had dealings, and to the for use iu case an attempt was ever
Mexican settlements in the valley of made to take the fort by means of
History of One of the Noted Taos and to Sar.ta Fe. Every year, ladders put up against the wall. Beimprobably from 1824 to lSCt. he made sides these cutting and piercing
Families in the History
at least one journey from the fort plements the walls were hung with
of the Southwest
on the Arkansas, across the plains of liint lock muskets and pistols.
In the east wall of the fort was a
Colorado, Kansas and Misouri to the
settlements on the Misouri frontier. wide gateway formed by two immense
About is:!5 William Bent married swinging doois made of heavy planks.
NEWMEXIGQ'SFiRSTGDVERNQR
Owl Woman, the daughter of White These doors were studded with heavy
Thunder, an important man among uaiis and plated with sheet iron, so
the Cheyennes, and at that time the that they could never be burned by
Earliest
of
What
Settlers
Among
the Indians. The same is true of the
Keener 01 me intjun.:iinr etnuwo.
Is Now the State of
Fort was bis home, and there his gateway which entered the corral to
Colorado.
children were born. The oldest child, ue described Uter.
Over the main gate of the fort was
Mary, was born about 1836, Robert in
in
made
a
own
statement
1S;',9
his
squnre watch tower surmounted by
in Forest
(By George Bird Grinnell
1S03 says 1841 George in July, 1843, a belfry, from the top of which rose
and Stream.)
The Colonel William Bent spoken and Julia in 1S47. Owl Woman died a flagstaff. The watch tower conof in the following
sketch is the at the fort in 1847 in giving birth to tained a single room, with windows
afterward on all sides, and in the room was an
Chilocco's
of
George W. Julia, and her husband
giandfather
Hint, and the Colonel's son, George, married her sister. Yellow Woman. old fashioned long telescope or spyalso described, is Mr. Bent's father. Charles Bent was the child of this glass mounted on a pivot. Here certain members of the garrison, relievMr. Bent's ancestry of noted people, second marriage.
to
been
of
have
the
white
Bent
the
ing each other at stated intervals,
William
first
settler
appears
including
State of Colorado, is a line of which the first of the brothers to go out into were constantly on the lookout There
country, but his was a chair for the watchman to sit
hp is iii.stlv m oiid. Editor of the In-- ! the southwestern
dian School Journal.
brother Charles, must have soon in and a bed for his sleeping. If the
Whenever the history of the South- joined him there, and the two with watchman, through his glass, noticed
west shall be written, mqre than one Ceran St. Vrain, established the early anything unusual for example, if he
long and interesting chapter must be trading post on the Arkansas. After saw a great dust rising over the
devoted to the first permanent settle- occupying the stockade above Pueblo prairie he notified the people below.
ment on its plains and the first per- for two years or more, they moved If a suspicious looking party of Inthe
manent settler there. In all accounts down below Pueblo and began to dians was seen approaching,
of that great country through which build the much more ambitious post, watchman signaled to the bell of the
the old Santa Fe trail passed, William afterward known as Bent's or Bent's fort which sounded the hours, for the
Bent and Bent's old Fort have fre- Old Fort, or Fort William. It appears stock was never turned loose, but was
that George and Robert Bent did not always on herd.
quent mention.
roof
In the belfry under a little
Who were the Bents and whence come out to the fort until after it
was completed perhaps after it had which rose above the watchtower
did they come?
Beniwhich
hung the bell of the fort,
Silas Bent was born in the Colony been for some time in operation.
Two
for meals.
of Massachusetts in 1764. He was ed- to Vasqucz was at one time a partner sounded the hours
the
at
tame
in
eagles
the
kept
company.
ucated for the bar and came to St.
fort were sometimes confined within
Louis in 1804 at the time when the
Fireproof Fort.
In 1828 the Bent brothers, with St. this belfry or at others were allowed
government of Louisiana was turned
over to the American
authorities. Vrain. began this large fort down the to fly about free, returning of their
One
Here he served as a judge of the su- river fifteen miles above the mouth own accord to sleep in the belfry.
of
these
finally
eagles
disappeared
perior court and here he resided un- of Purgatoire Creek. It was not coma long time it was not known
til his death in 1827.
pleted until 1832. Four years seems and for
Then it was
Of his seven sons, John was edu- a long time to be spent in the con- what had become of it
been
killed for
had
it
that
learned
even
such
a
of
a
though
struction
became
post
and
cated for the bar
at a
a
Indian
its
feathers
young
by
attorney of St. Louis. The it was built of adobe brick, but there distance from the fort
Charles
for
reasons
were
the
with
was
delay.
Perry
youngest son, Silas,
Billiard "Parlor."
in Japan and wrote a report on the Bent was determined that the fort
to
in
of the fort over the
At
back
adobe
order
the
of
built
scienshould
be
an
American
current
for
Japan
make it fireproof, so that under no gate, which opened into the corral,
tific society.
room rising high
circumstances could it be burned by was a second-storHe also delivered addresses on
Besides
that, adobes above the walls as the watchtower
in St. Louis in 1879, and on the Indians.
were much more durable and more did in front. This room, which was
cool in summer, warm thirty or forty feet in length, was
comfortable
the
in winter tan logs would have been. used a3 a billard room during
When the question of how the fort later years of the post. It was long
should be built had been decided, enough to accommodate a large bilCharles Bent went to New Mexico, liard table and across one end of the
and from Taos or Santa Fe sent over room ran a counter or bar, over which
It
some Mexicans to make adobe brick. drinkables were served. These lux- With them he sent sou- - ..ir'
of Mexican wool to rc.
of the bricks, thus g
ins the life of the ad
Only a short time.
4
. it..the laborers had reacv ;
the
;;
fort
site
of
smsi:;
ft.
i
them, and it u.i
William Bent, ments.
to bury them.
St. Vrain, Kit Carson and some other
The watchtower and room were
1
white men who were there caught supported on heavy adobe walls run
the' smallpox from the Mexicans, and ning at right angles to the main inthough none of them died they were closing walls of the firt, and these
so badly marked by it that some of supporting walls formed the ends of
the Indians who had known them well the rooms on either sides of the gates
in the early years of the trading did in the outer walls.
not recognize them when they met
The stores, warehouses and living
again.
rooms of the post were arranged
During the prevalence of the small- around the walls and opened Into the
pox at the post, William Bent sent a patio, or courtyard the hollow square
runner, Francisco, one of his Mexican within. In some of the books dealing
Charles Bent.
herders, north to warn the Cheyennes with these old times, it is said that
not to come near the post. Francisco when the Indians entered the fort .
set out for the Black Hills and on his
cannon were loaded and
climate as affecting cattle breeding way encountered a large war party of trade,
the walls with loade
patrolled
in the year 1884. Four other sons Cheyennes then on their way to the
guns. This may have been truest
William W., Charles and later George fort. He told them of what had hap- the
early days of the fort, but
and Robert were prominent in the pened and warned them to return not true
of the latter
of the 'd(
Indian trade on the upper Arkansas north and not to come near to the cade between 1840 and part
1850. At that
and elsewhere between 1820 and post until they were summoned. The time the
Indians, or at least the Chey1850, and remained trading in that
Cheyennes obeyed, and it was not enne Indians had free run of the post
until they died.
until some time later, when all at and were allowed to go
on
The leading spirit in this family of Fort William had recovered and when the walls and into the watchtower.
Indian traders was William W. Bent, the temporary stockade with all the The various rooms about the courtEarly in life Charles and William infected material that it contained yard received light and air from the
Bent had been up on the Missouri riv- - had been set on fire and consumed doors and windows opening out into
er working for the American Fur that Bent and St. Vrain, with a few this court yard, which were graveled.
Company. Colonel Bent stated that pack mules, started north for the
The floors of the rooms were of
he went up there in the year 1S16 Black Hills, to find the Cheyennes beaten
clay, as was commonly the
when very young. Very likely he was and invite them to return to the post case in Mexican
and the
old.
The
of
this journey has been roofs were built in houses,,
then a boy only 15 or 16 years
year
fashion
same
the
It was there that Charles and William given as 1831. Perhaps it may have that
in the west. Poles
long
prevailed
a
Robert
been
with
Bent became acquainted
year earlier.
were laid from the front wall to the
After the smallpox had ceased, more rear,
Campbell of St. Louis, who remained
slightly inclined toward the
a firm friend of the brothers through- Mexican laborers were sent for, and
front. Over these poles or twigs or
out his life. William Bent could speak work on the fort was continued. Some
brush were laid and over the brush
the Sioux language fluently and the time before his death Kit Carson
was spread, tramped hard and
chis-chi stated that at one time more than 150 clay
Sioux had called him Wa si cha
thrown over this. These roofs
gravel
la, meaning Little Wnite Man, a Mexicans were at work on the con- were used as a promenade by the
statement
name which confirms the
struction of the post.
men of the fort and their families in
that he entered the trade very young,
Accounts of the dimensions of the the evenings. The top of the fort walls
and seems to warrant the belief that fort differ, but on certain points all reached
about four feet above these
his work for the fur company was at
agree; that it was of gray adobes, set roofs or breast high of a man, and
some post in the Sioux country.
square with the points of the com- these walls were pierced with loopIn his testimony before the joint pass, and on the north bank of the holes
through which to shoot in case
commission, which inquired into In- Arkansas river. Garrard says that of attack.
dian affairs on the plains in 1S65, the post was 100 feet square and the
What Hughes Says.
William Bent stated that he had first walls 30 feet in height. Another acin his "Doniphan Expedi
Hughes,
come to the upper Arkansas and set- count says that the walls ran 150 feet tion,"
says:
tled near the present city of Pueblo, east and west and 100 north and south
"The march on Santa Fe was re
Colo., in 1824; that is to say, two and that they were 17 feet high. J. sumed August 2, after a
respite of
years before he and his brother be- T. Hughes, however, in his Doniphan's three days in the neighborhood
of
gan to erect their first trading estab- expedition
printed in 'Cincinnati Fort Bent. As we passed the fort
lishment on the Arkansas. Previous about 1847 says: "Fort Bent is situ- the American
flag was raised in comto this time William Bent had been ated on the north bank of the Arpliment to our troops and in concert-wittrapping In the mountains near there, kansas, 650 miles west of Fort Leavour own, streamed most animat-Ingl- y
and may very well have done some enworth, in latitude 38 dfegr;js, 2
on the gale that swept from
individual trading with the Indians
minutes north, and longitude 1 '33 de- the desert while the top of the houses
grees and 3 minutes west from Green were crowded with Mexican girls and
The First Settler.
William Bent was undoubtedly the wich. The exterior walls of this fort, Indian squaws, intently beholding the
first permanent white settler in what whose figure is that of an oblong American army."
On the west side of the fort and
is now Colorado, and for a very long square, are 15 feet high and four feet
time he was not only its .first settler, thick. It is 180 feet long and 135 feet outside the walls was the horse core
ral. It was as wide as the fort and
but remained its most important wide and is divided Into various
partments, the whole built of adobes deep enough to contain a large herd.
citizen
The walls were about eight feet high
By his fair and open dealings, by of sundried brick."
his fearless conduct and by his lovej At the southeast and northwest and three feet thick at the top. The
of justice, William Bent soon won the corners of these walls were bastions gate was on the south side of the correspect and confidence of the Indians or" round towers 30 feet in height and ral and so faced the river. It was of
with whom he had to do. Among the 10 feet in diameter inside, with loop
, rough
fraternity of mountain trappers holes for muskets and opening for
(Continued on Page Ten.)
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.
"protect it from the wolves and coyo-!.- relater
rrinntf
roriitiin
1 UCll
ICO.
"
moved to St. Louis.
(Continued From Page Nine.)
After the death of Charles Bent in
wood, but was completely plated with IS 17 William Bent continued his work.
sheet iron. More than that, to pre- - ' perhaps St. Vrain may have remained
vent anyone from climbing in by a partner for a time. Fitzpatrick
Bent and St
night, the tops of the walls had been speaks of "Messrs.
thickly planted with cactus a large Vrain's post" in 1S50. Bent was very
variety, which grows about four feet active and interested in many other
high, has great fleshy leaves closely projects besides the fort and trade
covered with many and sharp thorns. with the Indians. He bought sheep
This grew so luxuriantly that in some and mules in New Mexico and drove
places the leaves hung over the walls ' them across the plains to the Missouri
'both within and without and gave markets. In the forties, iu company
most efficient protection against any! with serveral other men, he secured
living thing that might wish to sur-'large land grant from the Mexican
mount the wall.
government in the Arkansas valleyThrough the west wall of the fort above the fort, and attempted to
Mexican
a door was cut, leading from the 'found a colony there.
into the corral permitting tiers were established on the lands.
people to go through and get horses The colonists were inert, the Indians!'
without going outside the fort and were hostile and from these and other
opening the main gate of the corral, causes the project proved a failure.
This door was wide and arched at m 1S4T William Bent and St. Vrain
the top. It was made large enough drove a large herd of Mexican cattle
so that in case of necessity if by to the Arkansas and wintered them
chance an attacking party seemed in the valley near the fort, thus mak- likely to capture the horses and mules ing the first step toward establishing
in the corral the door could be op-- ! the cattle industry, which thirty years
ened and the herd run inside the main later so flourished on the plains. Up
stockade.
to this time it had not been thought
lice House.
that cattle could survive a winter on
About 200 yards west of south, of the open range. Beside his lands near
the fort and so toward the river bank,! the fort Bent had a fine farm ate
on a little mound, stood a large ice! Westport (now Kansas City) in
souri and a ranch south of the Ar- built of adobes or
nt-otho rivor tto kansas ana me Mexican territory, in
TinWa Tn dint or
frozen this ice house was filled, and 1S46 he guided Colonel Price's Misin it during the summer was kept all souri regiment across the plains to
the surplus fresh meat buffalo ton- New Mexico and was so popular
gues, antelope, dried meat and also 'among the volunteer officers that they
all the bacon. At times the ice house gave nun tne brevet coionei, a tine
which stuck to him until the day of
was hung thick with flesh food.
On hot days, with the other little his death.
children, young George Bent used to
go down to the ice house and get in TWO POUND POTATOES
WITHOUT IRRIGATION,
it to cool off, and his father's negro
cook used to come down and send
them away, warning them not to go 'Display in U.S. Bank Windows Shows
Productiveness of New Mexican
in there from the hot sun as it was'
Soil.
too cold and they might get sick. This
negro cook, Andrew Green by name,
The New Mexico Central officials
a slave owned by Governor Charles
Bent, was with him when he was kilt ale very proud of some potatoes
ed in Taos, and afterward came to 'grown near tneir railroad tracks at
the fort and was there for manv years Estancia and now some of the "spuds"
but was at last taken back to St. are on exhibition in the windows of
Louis and there set free. In some of jthe U. S. Bank and Trust Company
the books he is spoken of as "Dick." where the railroad has its ticket
The "spuds" certainly are
Bent's Fort, Bent and St. Ace.
Vrain owned Fort St. Vrain on the "whoppers" and a reporter weighed
South Platte, opposite the mouth of some of them finding -- ey run from
St. Vrain's fork, and Adobe Fort on one to two pounds each,
Manager Coomer of the New Mexi-buil- t
the Canadian. Both these posts were
to trade with the northern In- - co Central was so proud of them that
dians; that is with the Sioux and ne requested City Ticket Agent Lyng
northern Cheyennes, who seldom got;t0 display them and they have
south as far as the Arkansas tracted a good deal of attention. "Fine
river and so would not often come to potatoes? Well, I guess so," said Mr.
Fort William. The Adobe Fort on LynS. this afternoon, "and to think
the Canadian was built by request of they were raised without irrigation,
the chiefs of the Kiowa, Comanche 0n J'es 1 think we should feel proud
and Apache to trade with these peo- - of the possibilities of this country."
seizing one of the many-eyepie, the chiefs who made this
quest were To hau sen (Little Moun-- ' monster spuds the ticket agent look- tain) and Eagle-Tai- l
Feathers, speak- - ed at il lonS and lovingly. Then he
ing for the Kiowa, Shaved Head for lcKea it in his overcoat pocket re
the Comanche and Poor (Lean) Bear marking that the potato seemed to
for the Apache
give mm tne winK to take it to his
"tater"
patch at home.
Shaved Head a Friend.
It is said that the choice potatoes
These in their day were men ol
2.25
100 pounds and that
importance. Shaved Head was a great bring will pera
go
long ways towards
inena of the whites and a man of they
much influence with his own people folvingT tlle. high 1,,ice of living I)rob-witlem' In Vlew of recent exleriments
and
neighboring tribes. He
r' Jhn H' Kelogg the
wore the left side of his head shaved mad,6J ?y
close, while the hair on the right world famed authority on diet at Bat
side was long, hanging down to his tle Creek Sanitarium and by other exwaiai or ueiow. .his lett ear was perts who proved that the potato
both for well
perforated with many holes made bv is vaJuable as a
a blunt awl heated red hot, and was people and for those suffering from
adorned with manv little hrass rtncrc diabetes, there has been a steady de- Before peace was made between the mand for this article called Irish al
U is quile American,
allied Cheyenne and Arapahoe
and,though
"
"
the Kiowa, and Apache in the year '
1840, the last three tribes were mnre,WEST A MENACE TO HOME
LIFE OF ITALIANS.
or less afraid to visit
lest they should there meet a large
camp of their enemies, and Colonel Foreign Government Sends a Commis
sioner to Investigate Their
Bent and the traders were also espeCondition.
cially anxious to avoid any collision
at the fort. Each tribe would
the traders to take its part and this' Denver Colo- - Fe. 12. The west
he could not do without incurring the I)resents a menace to the home life of
enmity of the tribes The wici,
ti,'the Italian people. The east lays a
trader was to be on good terms with
ermg hand upon the vitality of
an tribes and this William Bent ac- - e Slurav immigrants.
America is not the refuge that peas
complished with singular discretion
Although he had a Cheyenne wife heant Italy thinlts u ls- Haf the effort
was on excellent terms, and always ' ex.'iended in the home land would
5 twice iue reunu
in genuine
remained so, witn the enemies of the
j comfort and happiness.
Cheyennes.
Both Fort St. Vrain and Fort ' This is Ule concluslon at which Miss
Adobe, being built of adobes, lasted Amy Beinardr has arrived after famil-fo- r
a long time and their ruins have iarizinS herself with Italian coloniza-beetion in the United States. Miss Ber-th- e
seen until quite recently
Near
bv ttle royal immi-an- t
ruins of Fort Adobe two import-- 1,ardy' tlePui-il!efights have taken place to be re-- gration commission of Italy to study
ferred to later.
jLne social condition of Italian women
In the business of the fort William 'rf1
cou"!ry: leaves
investlgating the
Bent had the direction of the trad
with the Indians, while his brother!
ord-dCharles seems to have had more to
? PT6 need ,lniDenver- commissioner, is better
with affairs in the Mexican set
'
fam0ieS wh
6 1
tlements until his death there at
?U8m,S
the ra,1a,d tracks' That
hands of the Mexicans and Pueblos i! ST
t0 fine home
the year 1847. It is not certain when
"ences 13 pomted out by Miss BeSt. Vrain, Lee and
hUndred Iittle Ways' and
came partners in tnT Dullness noV"how long they were fnterested in
pai:donable Pr,de Bhe
7
and Robert Bent who cameltent,on 0 the faCt that no Italian
out from
Louis, certainly later' "IT ?J!pe"8 amnS thSe f girls
jUVeniIe C0Urt has stoiPed
than the two elder brothers
mavT
r tbe l09t placeS' and
have been partners, buttteros
boys who rePrt weekly
ing to show that they were so V.lj
dl
triunal there is scarce
ert died in 1847.
ly one Italian patronymic.
Bent Died 1848.

"A yn!'ig man who has since resigned." he inierjr ted for the managing
Both Mcllenry and Dupuy
editor.
were growing uneasy at the trend of
A
Nolan's thoughts and words.
g!;i!ise into the crnuiums of them
both at this moment would have
the same thought to be pre- dominating: "What is be driving at?"
Nolan appeared distinctly surprised
at two things first, that the writer of
the story had resigned; second, that
Dupuy should be so familiar with the
matter. lie took a step toward tbe
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some time before this George Bent
If you would have a safe yet certain
went to Mexico and there married a! Cough Remedy in the
Mexican girl by whom he had two Shoop's- -at least once. home, try Dr
It is thorough-childrea son and a daughter. Thejly unlike any other
Cough prepara-soRobert, went to school in St. tion. Its taste will be entirely new
Louis. George Bent was a
great to you unless it is already
of Frank P. Blair, whom he ap- - orite Cough Remedy. No your
opium
pointed guardian for his children. He chloroform, or any other
died of consumption at the fort about ingredients are used. The stupefying
tender leaves
bUried Dear hls brother of a harmless,
in
graveyard which lay a tainous shrub,
to Dr. Shoon's
bort distance northeast of the north- - Cough Remedy give
its wonderful curative
bastion of the fort. The old tail- - properties. It is
truly a most certain
or, a Frenchman, afterward planted and trustworthy
Sold
prescription
cto oyer George Bent's grave to by
Co.
'
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Copyrijht, 1909. by Joseph Medill
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Resigned?" he asked in reverberat"How do you know?" Before Dupuy could answer Nolan wheel
ed on Mcllenry. "Is it so, what Dupuy
says?'' he asked of the managing ed
itor.
"Yes. sir."
"What's his name?"
"Wheeler Brand."
'
"What did lie resign for?"
"Some of the big advertisers forced
1.1 iti to." admitted
Mcllenry
flitted
A
look of understanding
across Nolan's face He shifted bis
glance from Mcllenry to Dupuy. Then,
with a sigiiincaiu smile, ne saiu:
"I see you are still on the job. Ed
Dupuy."
"Well, it's business"
began the lobbyist defiantly. But Nolan would not
listen to him. Thoughts vastly more
important than conjecture as to
motives uow crowded his brain.
"Where is Brand now.'' be asked
sternly of Mcllenry.
"I think he is in the local room now.
sir," pointing to the door at his left.
The new proprietor strode impulsive
ly to the doorway and called at the.
top )HCU VI uis i)owenui tuice
"Wheeler Brand! Wheeler Brand!"
j

HE declaration of the new
owner of the Advance that
he was no less a personage
than the blacklist victim of
years back created the sensation that
would a cannon shot in the dreamy
solitude of the sylvan dells of Arcady.
Dupuy fell back as though struck by
a violent blow. And, indeed, ho and his
interests would have every reason to
believe, he now knew full well, that
they had in all truth a new enemy to
combat, an enemy that would cost
them dearly if he were to be vanj
quished,
"You you are Jerry Dolan, and you
own the Advance:" the lawyer cried
chokingly. "What are we coming to
nest?" be finally managed to say after
a desperate effort to calm himself.
Jerry Nolan, for none other than the
old time strike leader it was. enriched
by his mining operations in the rock
ribbed Nevada hills, thrilled with '"
realization that he was now in a i
to strike terror into the hearts
and souls of those who had attempted
to destroy him and his loved ones. He
knew that ho had in his power the
men who had almost succeeded in their
designs against him twelve years before.
Mcllenry. at first even more puzzled
than Dupuy :n:d who was bending forward, with an expression of deepest
interest and concern implanted on his
features, began to understand the situation more clearly when he heard his
new employer say in a voice that pul
sated with determination:
am Jerry Dolan,
"Yes. f"d Dupuy,
and I am bad; in the old town to pay
my respects to my friends and -- and"
his voice shook "to my enemies."
Tbe whole truth now dawned upon
the amazed 'Mcllenry and also upon
Dupuy. who had boon dc.'kliii;; with
men long enough to know thai his
only successful pose at the present
momentous time would be a conciliatory one. lie must at all hazards
smooth over this dangerous factor in
the city's iff airs, the retiirniMl Jerry
Dolan, and persuade liim that be was
now his friend.
"Well, well," Dupuy began ingratiatingly, simulating a sickly smile,
"this is a most interesting meeting-mo- st
interesting, indeed." He laughed
as loudly as the nervously contracting
muscles of his throat would permit.
"But it is time now to let bygones be
- He again
bygones, eh. Mr. er-a- h"
thrust forward the hand that the
newspaper proprietor had refused to
grasp.
"Nolan," answered the newcomer in
with
his deep, strong voice.
an 'V and not a 'D' on the front end
of it. That's my name now. I had to
change it." He stopped abruptly and
again directed his dark eyes menacingly on the face of the man opposite
him. After a few moments he continued: "You see, Ed Dupuy, I was
blacklisted as Dolan. Likely you'll
remember that too."
Nolan reached out and. seizing
hand, held it firmly. Mcllenry,
at one side, witnessed with a distinct
shock what be understood as Nolan's
sudden resolve to, as Dupuy bad suggested, let "bygones be bygones," else
why. should he shake hands with the
man? Dupuy also felt a thrill of pleasure, even of triumph, as the one time
chairman of the Straet Railway Workers' union warmly shook his hand.
Dupuy smiled and. bowing pleasantly,
essayed to withdraw his hand from
Nolan's grip and step away. But his
smile turned to a wrinkled contraction
his
Cf
muscles,
facial
indicating
pain. Tbe giant hand of the
was closing with
crushing force around the lawyer lobbyist's fingers and knuckles. It did
not cease to crush, try as Dupuy
might to wrest his hand free. At the
moment when he felt that he must
scream iu his pain or else crlngingly
plead for mercy Nolan's grip partially
relaxed, and he swung Dupuy to one
side. A grim smile made its way into
the furrows, won by suffering and privation in the Nevada mining camps
and desolate gold regions, that marked Nolan's visage.
"You see, I'm stronger than you now,
Ed Dupuy, just as you was strouger
than nie twelve years ago you and
Bartelmy between you." A great sigh
escaped him as he finished.
Dupuy, now having freed his hand,
rubbed it smartly with the other to
restore the circulation to the flattened
veins. He wheeled away to pick up
liis overcoat.
Nolan now addressed Mcllenry, who
had seated himself at his desk.
"You're the managing editor?'
"Yes, sir."
"Well, I just want to tell you that
that was a true article you had about
that old hypocrite, Judge Bartelmy,
this morning." be stated to McHenry.
'Have another tomorrow and stronger." Another idea came to him, and
he added. "Who was it got up that
one today?"
Dupuy felt that he must come to

As he bad hurried from the managing editor's room after his dismissal
from the Advance Wheeler Brand
struggled valiantly against a wave of
fliscoiiragernent that assailed him and
for a moment or two threatened to
overwhelm. "Discharged for 'beating'
the town on tbe story of the year," he
"Well. I'll try to get on
muttered
across the street," he concluded,
"across the street" meaning the Guardian, the bitter rival of the Advance
He went, to one of the long oak tables
In the city room, where he seated
himself next to Higgins. the leading
police reporter of the paper, and be
gan nervously to finish the story of a
new bank merger on which he h:id
been working when summoned by Me
Henry When he finished he laid the
pages of copy on the city editor's desk
He dragged a chair to a window, sat
down and gazed moodily down at the
crowds of people hurrying along the

street

NOTICE.
strength forced him down heavily "into
of
New
on
Territory
now
Mexico, County of
sit
"From
you
the chair
No. 65C9.
Santa Fe.
here." he announced. "You're managIn the District Court of the First Junow."
editor
ing
dicial District of New Mexico for the
County of Santa Fe.
Pattie J. Bacon, Plaintiff,
(To Be Continued.)
vs.
All Unknown Claimants of interests
in the premises adverse to plaintiff,
MIMES
Defendants.
The said defendants,
all unknown
Oro Grande An Important mining claimants of interests in the premises
deal has just been consummated in adverse to plaitniff, are hereby notified that a complaint has been filed
the Oro Grande district, Otero county,
which includes the sale of all the against them in the District Court for
the County of Santa Fe, Territory
placer ground of the Texas-Jarill- a
that being the court in.
Mining Company, amounting to about aforesaid,
250 acres and lying a short distance which said case is pending, by said
below the main 15,000,000 gallon reser-- 1 plaintiff, Pattie J. Bacon, the general
voir. The purchasers are Fort Worth object of said action being to quiet
title to the following described premcapitalists, including Judge George ises:
Dunklin and M. Marks, who furnish
A tract of land situate in the Counthe main part of the capital, though it
of Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
ty
is understood they have some associates interested with them. Mr. wholly within the boundaries of the
Marks will be the active manager and Pecos Pueblo Grant, heretofore known
is now on the ground overhauling the as the Ewins ranch and now known
sevmill. This mill was built two years as the Bacon ranch, and containing
en hundred acres, more or less, and
the
former
and
company
operago by
ated for a time, but later was shut more particularly described as foldown and has since been standing lows,
Commencing at a point where the
idle. It is the purpose of the new
owners to thoroughly overhaul and re- Pecos road intersects the western line
construct this plant and put it in com- cf the Pecos Pueblo Grant; thence
mission as soon as possible. Mr. due north along said western line to
Marks formerly came from Australia, the Old Fox ranch road; thence along
but has for a number of years been said road in a northeasterly direction
to the north line of the said grant;
operating in British Columbia for a thence east
along said north line
Fort Worth company in which Judge
Dunklin is also interested.
This fifty chains to the point where the
same intersects the eastern line o
ground lies along the gulch and in the
Section 25, Township 16 North, Range
famous
Nannie
between
the
valley
11 East; thence in a general southBeard gold mine on the north, and the
Little Annie, on the south, from both westerly direction following the monuof which quantities or rich gold have ments in place along the eastern line
been taken. While the sale price on of the said Bacon ranch to a perpenthis deal has not been made public it dicular cliff one hundred and fifteen
is known to be a substantial one and chains; thence along the line of an old
is probably the largest deal consum- brush fence to the Pecos road; thence
mated in the district thus far this along the said Pecos road to the place
of beginning; and for a better and
year.
fuller description reference is hereby
Abe
Mine
Old
Made
at
Repairs
to that certain map of said
The Old Abe Gold Mine Company, in made
premises filed with the clerk of this
WThite Oaks, Lincoln county, is makcourt in said cause, as will more fully
ing extensive repairs on the mill and
to the complaint
appear
it will soon be pounding away on rich filed in by reference
said cause. And that unless
ore.
The bins are full and plenty of
ore is ready in the mine for hoisting. you enter your appearance in said
o
Christ Y'eager. is stirring up the cause on or before the 14th day
be
renderwill
March,
ground on the Wilson mines west of ed
against you in said cause by dethe Old Abe, which he recently bondfault.
ed from the owners. His partner, AnPlaintiff's attorneys are Catron &
drew Baine. of Hawthorne, Nevada,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Catron,
has been at the property the past
In
Witness
Whereof, I have hereto
old
a
visit
his
week and left for
unto set my hand and seal of said
stamping ground at San Pedro,
court at Santa Fe. New Mexico, this
14th day of January, A. D. 1910.
FRANK W. SHEARON,
(Seal.)
COST
DRUNK
TWO HOURS'
Clerk.
DENVER MECHANIC $10,000.
12.
thouTen
Feb.
Denver, Colo.,
NOTICE OF SALE.
sand dollars is what it cost John Dris-coll- ,
a mechanic, for a two hours' In the District Court, County of Santa
Fe, Territory of New Mexico.
drunk. He recovered a verdict against
James W. Norment, Plaintiff,
Roderick Stewart for that sum and
vs.
was so elated that he proceeded to
Frank Dibert, Defendant.
celebrate. While drunk he called on
Whereas on the 31st day of DecemStewart's attorney and confessed that
he had secured the verdict by manu- ber, 1909, in a certain action pending
factured evidence.
Judge Bliss has in the above named court in which
set the verdict aside, and now Dris-col- l James W. Norment was plaintiff and
is just as poor as he ever was. Frank Dibert
was defendant, the
The case will be retried.
above named court ordered and deWhile working in a sugar factory creed the sale of the following dein Kansas, for which Stewart was scribed real estate
the contractor, Driscoll fell and his
Beginning at the northeast corner
Suit was filed and of the Palace hotel lands where the
leg was broken.
the jury awarded 'the $10,000.
same intersects the lands of J. A.
Wood,
and thence
northwesterly
In sickness, if a certain hidden nerve
along the land of J. A. Wood and H.
goes wrong, then the organ that this F.
lands of the plaintiff
nerve controls will also surely fail. to Stephens and
a point where an Acequia formerly
It may be a Stomach nerve, or it may ran
al6ng the west side of said land
have given strength and support to
in question,
and thence southerly
the Heart or Kidneys. It was Dr.
now or formerly of C. M.
land
along
to
this vital
Shoop that first pointed
truth. Dr. Shoop's Restorative was Gallegos to land of Palace hctel,
not made to dose the Stomach nor to thence easterly along said land of
temporarily stimulate the Heart or Palace hotel to point of beginning.
method Bounded on the north by land of H.
Kidneys. That
is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative F. Stephens and plaintiff, on the
goes directly to these failing inside south by land of Palace hotel, on the
nerves. The remarkable success of east by land of J. A. Wood, on the
this prescription demonstrates the west by land of the plaintiff and land
wisdom of treating the actual cause now or formerly of C. M. Gallegos,
of these failing organs. And it is in- situate in Ward Four and Precinct
deed easy to prove. A simple five or Eighteen of the city and county of
ten days test will surely tell. Try it Santa Fe, N. M. Also a piece of land
once, and see! Sold by Stripling-Burrow- situate in Ward Four, Precinct EighCo.
teen, beginning at a point where
Bullis street intersects Bartlett street,
CHICAGO SYNDICATE PAYS
running thence in a westerly direc$450,000 FOR 13,000 ACRES. tion along the north side of Bullis
Alamosa, Colo., Feb. 12. Thirteen street to land now or formerly of
thousand acres of land in the San Luis Helen M. Thornton, thence northerly
valley, comprising the ranches of
along the east line of said tract of
Alva Adams, Oscar Wilkins land to the foot of the hill, thence
and of the Barth interests, have been easterly along the foot of the hill and
sold to a Chicago syndicate for $450,-000- . on the south side of land owned now
The new owners will divide the or formerly by Rafael Chaves and
land into tracts, ranging in size from Ignacio Maes to the intersection of
forty to 160 acres and sell to farmers Hillside avenue, thence
southerly
so that it. may be gotten under active along the south side of Hillside avecultivation.
nue to where it intersects Bartlett
street, thence south along the west
side of Bartlett street to point of beWILL BECOME BRIDE OF
THEODORE ROOSEVELT, JR. ginning, situate in the county and city
New York, Feb. 12. Mrs. Henry of Santa Fe, N. M.
And whereas the undersigned ClarAddison Alexander of New York announced last night the engagement of ence O. Harrison was duly appointed
her daughter, Eleanor Butler Alex- ' by the court to sell said property un- ander to Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., eld- der said decree. Now notice is hereest son of Colonel Roosevelt. Young by given that on the 21st day of
Roosevelt since his graduation from , March, A. D. 1910, at the hour of
Harvard has been learning carpet ' twelve o'clock, noon, of said day at
manufacturing in a factory at Thomp-sonvill- the court house door in the city and
Conn.
county of Santa Fe, territory of New
Mexico, in pursuance of said decree
and in conformity thereto I will ofWhen You Need
Foley's Orino Laxative. When you fer for sale at public vendue to the
have that dull, heavy, feverish feel- highest and best bidder for cash all
ing, accompanied
by constipation. and singular the real estate describWhen you have headache, indiges- ed above to satisfy gald decree and
tion, biliousness, pain in stomach and for the payment of costs and attorbowels, then you need Foley's, Orino ney's fees.
CLARENCE O. HARRISON,
Laxative. It moves the bowels freely
Commissioner.
and gently, and thoroughly clears the
intestinal tract. It does not gripe or
nauseate and cures constipation. Sold
If you want anything on earth
ttj
a New Mexican Want Ad.
by all druggists.
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the Great Play

of the Same Name by
Joseph Medill Patterson and Harriet Ford.
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It was uot his dismissal from the
staff which chiefly concerned him He
was certain of obtaining another position. In fact, his reputation along
Newspaper row was such, and he
felt justifiable pride at the thought,
that he would be at work within twenty minutes after leaving the Advance
office if he so desired.
But what did
occupy his uiind to the exclusion of almost everything else was the consideration of what view Judith Bartelmy
would take when she heard the news
of his dismissal. She had warned him
that he was sacrificing his future' iu
his attacks ou the lowers that be.
Undoubtedly now she would be convinced, as some of his friends had already endeavored to eouvince her,
that, after all. he was a fanatic, an
impractical dreamer, who could not
accomplish his ambition to right what
he believed to be great wrongs, who
could not. moreover, escape summary
dismissal from his paper.
But he
must go on. He would go on. He
would go that very night to a newspaper that would not suppress nor
qualify the truth, one that would not
distort facts uor misrepresent a situation iu order to deceive the public,
to which it was its duty to give the
truth. Yes, and he would show the
big thieves of the city that even if
they managed to remain superior to
the law at least they could not remain
superior to public opinion. The time
had come when
"Wheeler Brand'. Wheeler Brand!"
The voice of Nolan came to his ears
above the ticking of the telegraph instruments and the clicking of typewriter keys. Brand started, from his
seat. He did not recognize the voice,
nor did any one else in the smoky city
room, as curious upraised faces around
him testified. It came from the managing editor's room, however, so he
hastened to respond, wondering what
it could mean
Brand entered McHenry's office and
faced the three men, his surprise increasing as he saw from the attitudes
of McHenry and Dupuy that a huge,
rawbotied, bronzed faced stranger apparently dominated the situation.
"Yes?" said Brand inquiringly to
the stranger, whom he placed as the
owner of the voice, because he knew
it had not been McHenry's or
Du-puy-

"I am Nolan, the new owner," greeted the stranger.
Brand stepped forward and offered
his hand, which Nolan grasped.
"How do you do, Mr. Nolan?" the
reporter greeted him, endeavoring to
figure just what the mysterious proceeding portended.
Nolan went straight to the point.
"So you've been fired for that Bar
telmy article, have you?" be asked.
"Yes. sir "
Nolan turned and shot a triumphant
glare at McHenry and Dupuy. Then
he caused the blood to rush almost
Idindingly into the head of tbe young
reporter when he swung around,
grasped Brand's ami, drew him over
to the managing editor's chair, beside
which that official was standing, and
said. "Well. I've got another Job for
hands on
put. both
you." Nolan
Brand's shoulders and by niaJu
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